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SECTION INTRODUCTION

This report describes results Of the evaluation of the Navy Command Retention

Team concept. This evaluation was cynducted as part of Phase 3 of System. De-

velopment Corporation's (SDC's).program of research on retention and personnel

satisfaction. Individual interviews and surveys augmented by group interviews,

sensing sessions, observations, and record reviews were utilized as data col-.

lection techniques. The research approach was designed to elicit and compare

pereeptions and beliefs of Command Retention Team members (the delivery system).

enlisted personnel (the client population) as well as to obtain information

regarding required record 1;eeping procedures.

1.1 BACKGROUND

In an all-volunteer force environment, the Navy no longer has a guaranteed

source of qualified personnel. Like other employers, the Navy must comperte in

the general labor market to obtain necessary manpower. The Navy's manpower

needs require the reenlistmenr of sufficiently large numbers of first-term

personnel with proper skills over the next several years in order to mailtain

the career force strength at the desired level. Adequate numbers of persOnnel

in other terms cf enlistment must also continue to reenlist at currently fore-

casted rates, if the Navy's manpower goa:s are to be achieved.

jn adapting to the all-volunteer force environment, the Navy has expanded and

modified its Career Counseling Program for enlisted personnel. This program is

designed to assist the Navy in meeting manpower needs by stimulating the

interest of qualified personnel in the Navy as a career. The Command Retention

Team serves as one aLpect of the current approach to solving the overall re-

tention problem.

Active command level support and participation were seen.as critical to an ef-

fective retention program. .(The reader is referred to Section 2 and Appendix A

cf System DevelOpment Corporation Technical Report No. 4, Career Satisfon
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As A Factor Influencin_g Retention, 14 May L976, for applicable research

ture,) Command Retention Teams, and the related team approach, are envisioned

as being of'key assistance to commanding officers in establishing a required

personal involvement and a positive career retention atmosphere. Commanding

officers have been urged to adopt and integrate the concept into the command

organization. The Command Retention Team includes division officers; command

and collateral duty career counselors; the master, senior, or chief petty officer

of the command, and administrative/peronnel office staff. They are responsible

for working as a team to create awareness and understanding of the Navy's re-

tention programs by:

(I) ConcaCting an effective career information program,

(2) Implementing a dynamic arid timely interview.and career counseling

system,

(3) Apprising the fficers, CP0s, and LPO o rhe cnmmand concerning

retention eff rts in progress, and

(4) Making recommendations to the commanding officer to enhance the

command's career retention environment.

Within the team, the division officer is specifically responsible for ensuring

career information awareness and positive career motivation within his/her

.cLvision. He/s1 is charged with becoming thoroughly familiar with Navy career

retent-..on material (e.g., the Career Counseling Manual, relevant instructions

such as Career Reenlistment Objectives (CREO), BUPERINST 1133.25 series and

Professional Growth Criteria, BUPERiNST 1133.22 series); insuring.that career

counseling interviews in the division are s'cheduled And conducted in 'a timely

and proper maner and that appropriate follow-up action is initiated; and at-

tending TYCOM or BUPERS Career Information Schools when.feasible, as well as

ensuring that divisional collateral duty careercounselors attend such schools

whenever posiible.

1-2
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Each command career counselor is responsible to the commanding (OA leer for

organizing, monitoring, and implementing an effective command career counseling

program. .
He/she is to be cFo!iely supported by the departmental/division career

counseLprs throughout the command. hi-carrying out their functions, cPreer

counselors are responsible for scheduling and concLting career counseling

interviews and completing necessary reports for all individuals in the vomilland

(career enlisted personnel as well. -as potential first-term reenlistees);

initiating appropriate follow-up actions to resolve specific retention.problums

or questions indicated in the inter.views; assuring that command members are

aware of and understand the. Navy career programq. opportunities available to

them, and the impict of any retentien program policies/procedures changes; and

generally, assisting in promoting retention and creating a favorable retenLion

environment amongall personnel in the command through efficient and profess-

ional discharge ofduties and by making recommendations or suggestions up the

chain-of-command.

Master, Senior, andT.hief Petty Officers of ihe Command (MCPOC, SCPOC, CPOC) are

responsible for creating career awareness ir subordinates through personal,know-

ledge. of retention programs and policies; keeping the command adv.ised regardirg,

retention impact ot\ command policies; counseling senior, petty officers; handling

general military training (GMT) ; and assistlng the cateer counselor with 1-is

budget.

Thd, administrative/personnel offices of the command should play vital roles in

the Command's retention ac:tivities through performance of the administrative

follow-up required bran active retention program. The speed with which this

administrative follow-up is accomplished is vitally important to the generation

of good command morale and the feeling that the command is responsive to indi-

vidual needs. Without this visible support, other efforts may be nullified.

A smooth working relationship\in this area is essential if a command retention

effort is to be credible and successful.

1.-3
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The overall objective of this study was to investigat. the etlectIveness of

the Command RUtunlitln TVAM ((RT) concept In operation. To accomplish this, the

following sub-objectives were also hlentified:

Develop criter,a to measure the impact of career counselors and

division officers on retention and personnel satisfaction at the

unit level;

(2) Develo,) A technique ;:or use at the unit level 10 assist commands

in measuring CRT effectiveness;

(3) Associate CRT operational st:atus With unit retcntion data to

assess the effectiveness of the CRT concept in support of the command

repntion program;

(4) Identify actions which the Navy might take to improve the CRT

concept.

1-4
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SECTION 2 - METHODS AND PROCEDURES

a
.

The methods and procedures utilized this investigation are described in this

section. Interviews, observations, .and survey research techniques were the

primary methddologies used in the conduct of this study. Three data collection

instrUments were developed and used to collect the majority of data,. These in-

cluded the Career Counseling Questionnaire which was designe'd for use with en-
.

listed personnelthe client population; the Command Retention Team Interview
-

which was -d-e,iigned for use with CRT members; and a checklist designed fur use

in reviewing the file of NAVPERS Forms .1133111 maintained by a-command's career

counSelor. These methods were augmented by group interviews, sensing sessions,

and.observational data collected at each command astime and circumstance

permitted.

In preparing the data collection instrumeuts.,-a special revieW was made of in-
.

formation contained in the following documents: Impact of Navy Career Counseling

On Personnel Satisfattion and Reenlistment (SDC TM-5031/003/00, 1974), the

Career Counseling Manual (NAVPERS 15878), Command Retention Indicators (Pers-

512), Enlisted Retention Effectiveness (BUPERSNOTE 1133), Pacific Fleet Per-

sonnel Retention Program.(CINCPACFLTINST 1133.5A), CINCPACFLT.Enlisted Retention

Report (CINCPACFLTINST 1133.4A), and Atlantic Fleet Personnel Retention (CINC-

LANTFLTINST 113.1).
,tr

Design of data collection' instruments, unit sampling logic, and the field

data collection techniques will be diScussed in the following paragraphs.

2.1 INSTRUMENT DESIGN

The cErta collection instruments are' described in this,section. These instru-

ments were developed by 'the research Staff, reviewed by Navy personnel, and

:approved for administration by cognizant Navy agencies.

c'4
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Career Counseling Questionnaire. This questionnaire was designed to obtain \

data on how the Command Retention Team functions from the perspective of the

enlisted person. It was designed for grOup administratiOn. In order to mini-

thize disrupt.ion of operational activities at a given command, total adminis-

tration time Was required'not to exceed 30 minutes. A total of 45 items was

included in the questionnaire. ', The areas of inquiry included and relevant

questions for each are shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1. Relevant Questions by Area of Inquiry

for the Car,,,r'Counseling,Questionnaire

AREA oF INQUIRY N RELEVANT QUESTIONS

Demography 1,2,3,4;5,6

Type-and/or frequency of career counseling
program activities experience in present
command

Individual career counseling interviews 4

7

7,8,9,10

13,32,34,35,36,38,39Group career counseling interviews

Interaction of command.member's 2 1819

Perceptions and attitudes concerning the career
counseling program in present command

3

6

11,12,28,

27,33,37,40,41,42

,4, Individual career caunseling interviews

o Group career counseling interviews
f

Interaction of command members regarding 13 41,15,17,20,21,22,23

-career information :
24,25,26,29,30,31

Career information soures 2 43,44 .

.

Career information needs 2 16,45.
,

2-2
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In addition to the 45 questions, the questionnaire booklet.included a "Comment"

page at the end to allow for open-ended comments and suggestions from the re-
\

spondents. The booklet was designed so that answers could be directly recorded

in the booklet, thus precluding 'the need for a separate answer Sheet. An

appropriate Privacy Act Statement was attached to the front of the question-
,

naire. It was read by.each survey participant, signed, and given'to the survey

_administrator prior to his answering the questions. BUPERS approval for the

Career Counseling Questionnaire was obtained on 24 October 1975 in accordance

with the provisions of,BUPERINST 1000.21 of 5 August- 1974. A copy of this

questionnaire appears in Appendix A.

Command Retention Team Interview. This structured interview was designed to

obtain data from :the perspective of CRT members on how the CRT functions as-

individuals and as a team at a given command: A total of 32 items waS deve

loped to serve as a structured guide for the interview. Total interview tiMe

was approximately 40 minuteS fortAe Command Career Counselor (CCO.,and 20

minutes for other CRT members. The major reason for this time differential
i

was that many of the questions were specifically designed to apply only tp the

career-counselor. The areas of inquiry included in the interview and- ',the

relevant questions for each area are shown in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2. Relevant Questions by Area of Inquiry
for the Command Retention' Team Interview:

AREA OF INQUIRY N RELEVANT QUESTIONS

Demography 4 1,2,3,22

Type and/or frequency of involvement
13

4,6,7,8,9,10,11,14
18,24,25,26,32in retention program activities

_
,

ype counselin
utilized 6 5,20,21,27,28,31

Perceptions and attitudes concerning impact
cif career information sources on retention \ 6 12,13,15,16,17,23

Perceptions and attitudes concerhing the
luality of Navy life 3 19,29,30

2-3
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As with the Career Counseling Questionnaire, an appropriate Privacy Act State-

ment was attached to the front of the interview guide. It was read by each

interviewee, signed, and given to the interviewer prior to answering the ques-

tions. BUPERS approval for the CRT Interview guide was obtained on 24 October

1975 in accordance with the provisions of BUPERINST 1000.21 of 5 August 1974.

A copy of the questionnaire items is contained in Appendix D.

RAVPERS Foruis 1133/11_Checklist, The purpose of this checklist was to obtain

data about the use of the Career Counselor Record (NAVPERS Form 1133/11) which

is normally maintainedby a comMand's career counselor. The form, which is

required to be included in each individual's sorvice record, contains entries

for recording career-related demographic data such as schools completed.and.

:NEC., specific career counseling services.provided such as a retention,prOgram

Anterview, and any other personal Or career information which might glve aid

and insight to future career counseling efforts with the individual.

,The checklist was designed ,sist the field data collector to systematically

review the career CoUnselpr's file of NAVPERS Forms 1133/11 and record the pre-

sence, .type, and extent of data contained on the forMs sampled. The purpose
-

was to see how much information was present and to attempt to determine currency

of records.

2.2 UNIT SAMPLING TECHNIQUES

Fifteen Navy commands were selected for inclusion in this study.. The criteria

and procedures used for their selection are described.belowi.

i

Ccmmand Selection Criteria. Four criteria were used S, thp basis for command

\!.
selection.. These were: is

., /

(a) High, medium, and low retention-rate units for:leach Type Command

included -in the sample must be selected. / r,

, !

t
,

2-4 1 i)
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(b) Air, submarine, and surface commands must be represented in the

Commands sampled.

(c) Both CINCPACFLT and CINCLANTFLT Commands.must be.represented in

the commands selected.

(d) Each command selected must have experienced a Human Resource Availa-

bility (HRAV) period and the Human Resource Management (HRM) Survey

data obtained as a part of the HRAV must exist in the HMI Data Bank

maintained by the Navy'Personnel Research and Development Center

(NPRDC) at Pt. Loma, California.

.Command Selection Procedures. ,A list of Navy commands having HRM Survey data

in the HRM Data Bank as of April 1975 was obtained from NPRDC as the first step

in the command selection process. This list represented 0:1e population of
4
units available for inclusion in the study based on the criteria discussed

above. The Units were then categorized by fleet (Atlantic, Pacific), by geo-

graphical area within fleet (i.e., San Diego, Pearl Harbor, NOrfolk), and by

Type Command within area. FY75 retention rate statistics then were obtained

for each unit from Pers 5212. Based on these data, three ret,2ntion rate cate-

gories-higher, medium, and lower -7 were established for each type of command.

These three categories were assigned based on gross retention iates. For each.

type Of unit a natural break in retention rate was used as the break point

between higher, medium, or lower retention. The appropriate retention category

was then assigned td each unit. The next step was to develop the sampling

matrix of desired commands by geOgraphical area. It waS determined that five

tommands would be selected, from each of the three geographical areas and that

of the 15 commands, rkine would be surface and three each would be air and suk

marin units....Th'd sampling plan developed is shown in Table 2-3.

2-5
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Table 2-3. Sampling Plan Showing Commands Studied
by Geographical Area and Type Command.

Type

Command

Geographical Area
Totals

.

Norfolla Pearl Harbor.. San Diegd

Surface #4 A__

Air. 1 1 \ I

Submarine, O

_

TOTAL 5 5

_

5 15
.. ,

This matrix provided the appropriate representation of commands by: geographi-

cal area and. type command indicated.bS/ the seiection criteria. The determir,a-

tion of which commands.to saMple in a given geographical area was based largely

on the known availability oc. particular type commands and retention rate group-
.,

ings in the three geographical areas.
-

Following this process, lists of appropriate ,commands were prepared for each

cell 'in, the matrix. These lists i.Tere then used as the basis for selection

of,the 15 commands to be included in the study. In the Norfolk Area, for

example, four groups of_coMmands were compiled "high surface," "medium sur-
-, ,,

face," "low surface," and one "air." 'Each group contained.from three to siX
-

commands. CINCLANTFLT was then'asked.to select one command' (two in the case

of one of the "surface" group3) from each.of the four groups to participate

in the study based On their availability in the NorfoWarea during the planned'
f-

data collection period.

6
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9_3 SAMELING LOGIC

As discussed elarlier, the three Primary data-collection methods used were the

Career CounSeling Questionnaire, the Command Retention Team Interview, and the

.

review of \ti-, Career Counseling Records (NAVPERS FOkM 1133/11). The sampling

guidelines\established for these methods are discussed belowv

The Career Counseling Ques .ionnaire was to be administered to a sample

of Z0 enlisted persons frOM each Of the air and surface commands and,

12 Persons from each submarine command due to their 'smaller.size.

The total'expected saMplefor this questionnaire wak276 based on the

selection of three air, three submarine, and nine ,face commands.

Half bf the Sample was t9.-J,§e enlisted first-termers ab9zrd at leaSt
A

3 months and the other half was to be bther enlisted personnel selected'

randomly from the duty rostr.

An individual QRT Interview was to be conducted with .four,members-of

each CRT, thus resulting n expected sample size of 60CRT members:

The four to be intervieWed were to include the coMmand career !

selor, Commanding Off icer (C0),, or Executive Officer (X0), a division

offiter, and a senior enlisted person such as the MCPOC., or a lead

.petty officer, (LP0),. When possible, a collateral duty career counselor

wzs also included.

A random sample of 10 NAVPERS Forms 1133/11 was to be reviewed at each

command fOr a total of 150 forms. These were to be obtained from the

*career counselor's files and systematically reviewed using the check"

list discussed earlier..
\

2.4 ANALYSIS DESIGN

Analysis was designed to permit testing of hypotheses abdut the relationship

between personal characteristics, rneasures of CRT effectiveness, HRM.survey'
,

results and command retention rates. Theanalysis design is shown in, Table

2-4.on the next page.

2-7
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Table 2-4. Command Retention Team Analysis Design.

Data Collection Insttument

(Data Repository)

Type ofInformation by
FY75 Retention Ray:: Groups

Higher I Medium I Lower

Career Counseling
Questionnaire (SDC) First term

-

Five areas df inquiry
containing a total of
45 relevant questions.Other terMs

.

Command RetentiOn Team -
Interview (SOC)

.

Five ,.:..as of inquiry

containing a total of
32 relevant, questiOns.

NAVPERS 1133/11 Chaeklist (SDC) Records searchwith.
respect to completeness
and currendy.

HRM Data 8Ase'(NPRDC)

,

. DescriPtive statistics
.

fox itema and indices
*contained in the HRM
SprVey.
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SECTION 3 - RESULTS

Results of the investigation of the Command Retention Team (CRT) concept in

operation are presented in this section. Included and compared are perceptions

and beliefs of enlisted personnel--the client populationand CRT members--the

career counseling delivery system. -NMore specifically, results of the analysis

of data obtained from administration of-the-Career Counseling-Questionnaire,

interviews with CRT members, and review ok NAVPERS Form 1133/11 are desuibed

in thissection. Results obtained using these SDC instruMents are also com-

pared with results of the Human Resources Management Survey. Information re-

iarding required record keeping procedures iS also reported.

3.1 CAREER COUNSELING QUESTIONNAIkE

A sample of 24:! isted personnel in all 'terms of enlistment were surveyed

using the Career ouseling Questionnaire. The survey appears inAppendix A,

together with desc ptive.statistics by question-Ttrt- the total-sample. Chi-

squares and one-way ANOVAs were computed-by grouping- respondents frOm.higher,

medium, and lower retention units. -Respondents from the higher retentf.on 'units

are called the High group; froM the medium retention.units, the/-Medium group;

and frcon the lower units, he Low group..-Results of'the Chi=Square,analYsis

are shown. in Appendix B. Results of the ANOVA.analysis are ShoWn in. Appendix

C: The results of these analyses are suMmarized-in the :illowing paragraphs:

3.1.1 Demographics

The High, Medium, and Low groups did not differ significantly with'respect to.

organizationally-related .demographic90.. 'As shown in Table 3-1, for the entire

sample surveyed, the average pay grade was 3.68. The Low group had a slightly

higher average paygrade (3.88) than did the High (3.,60) and Medium (3..63) groups.

In addition, the Low group aVeraged.54.88 -Aonths of service in the .Navy, which -

tended to be longer than lor both the High (44.69) and Medium (42.11). groups.

1See Section 2 of this report for a description of the logic used to group units?
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yable 3-1. Demographics for Enlisted Personnel
by Retention Grouping.1

Dqmographics
Retention:Rate Group,

Total
(N=241)

F
High
(N=42)

Medium
(N=140)

.Low

(N=59)

Average Pay Grade_
(EI-E9) 3.60 3.63 3.88 3.68 .849

Avera-g-e-Time in,

Service (months) 44.69 42-.11 54.88. 45.69 :1.264

Average Time Re-
maining (months) 28.78 25.53 28.3 26.69 .910

Average Time in
Command (months) 12..34 14.35 14.49 14.04 .63.7

-

._

The total sample averaged 26.69 months remaining in the.service, with.theike.dium

group averaging fewer months of obligated service (25.53 months) remaining than

the Other two groups (High, 28.78 months; Low, 28.03 months). With respect to

time in command,' the High .group averaged approxiMately1Wo.months less (12.34

months) than the Medium (14.35 months) and LoW (14-.49- months) groups. The en-

tire sample averaged a little ovcer a year (14.04 months) in the cotmand at the

, time of the sur\ey.

!

The distributions of High, Medium, and Low groups by occupational:grouping were

also examined-using Chi-square as the technique- As shown.4 Table .3-2, some

variation between groups was observed for the Deck, Ordnance, and Engineering

and Hull occupational groupings. However, variations for the overall sample

were not statistically significant.

1
None the obtained Fs were statistically significant.
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Table 3-2. Rate Group Pe7centage Distribution
by Retention Grouping.

Occupational Grouping
Total.

Group

Retention Rate Group.

High Medium Low
. .

Deck 12.0% 6.3% 19,2% 8.2%
Ordnance 9.5 18.8 10.8 8.9

Electronics 5.0 9.4 5.8 4.1
Administrative and

Clerical
17.8 15.6

.

23.3. 2).4

Engineering and Hull 21.5 28.1 20.8 34.7
Aviation 17.4 21.9 20.0 22.4'

Non-Rated 16.9 23.8 16.7 18.6

(N) (242) (42) (140) (60)

Chi-square = 14.293
df = 12

,

3.1.2 Individual Career Counseling Interviews

-PerceIved exposure to iredividual career counseling interviews (Q6) ws determined.A

As.shown in Table 3-3, there was angperse relationship between perceived ex-

pomite and unit retention fates.. Personnel in the Low group perceived they had .

received the greatest exposure (47.5%) and personnel in the High group, the

Jeast exposure .(19.0%).

Table 3-3. Perceived Exposure to Individual
Career Counseling. Interview (Q6). .

._ .

Question

,

Response
Total
Group

Retention Rate Group

High
.

Mediulh' Low

Q6. Did you ever have an
individual career.

yes

No -

(N)

36.5%

63.5

(241)

19.0%

81.0

(42)

37.1%

-62.9

(140)

47.5%

52.5

(59)

counseling inter-
vieW
' potted aboard this

before. you re-

1

command?

Chi-square = 8.599*
df = 2 :

*significant at .05 level, of confidence
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These eesults show a clear distinction between perceptions of members of the

High and.Low groups. This differehce may be indicative, of L. ,apling bias, differ

ential experiences with individual'interviews in la t command, or actual differ

ences in interviewing style in current command.

Of.the seven other items (Q7, Q8,,Q9, Q10, Q11, .Q12, Q28) in the questionnaire

pertaining to individual career counseling interviews, differences'between re.

tention rate groups were found for the first three items. When asked whether.

they had ever had'an individual career counseling interview since reporting

aboard their present, command (07), a marked difference between respondents in

the High and tow groups was obtained. Only 16.7 percent of the High group

reported having had an individual interview while 71.2 percent of :he Low group'

said they had received an interview in -.heir command.
; .

When asked about how many individual interviews they had received.at their com
.

mand, an inverse relationship between retention rate group and number of indi

vidual.interviews was obtained (Low, Mn=1.39; Medium, Mn=.65; High, Mn=.38).

This difference was significant at the .31 level of confidence- Retention'rate

groups also differed significantly with respect to the type of career counselor--

the command caieer counselor or the,department career counselor--who conducted

the individual interviews received by respondens (00). For the High group,'°

in;ervies tended to be conducted by department career counselors and for the

Low group, by command career counsrlors. Clearly, the Nav) appears to be
1

'focusihg retention efforts on the Low units. Factors other than individual in

terviews must be operative in High group commands to accOunt for their high

retention rates.

/

*1.3 ,Geoup Career Cou*ling Interviews

.
Of the thirteen question's (Q13, Q27, Q32Q42) asked 'concerning group career coun

*

Seling interview experiences in the present command, three wellre found to differ

entiate significantly (R'<.05) beroeen retention groups. The\pattern observed

with regard tc. individual interview activities was apparent agin with regard

\
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to group interviews. The Low group appeared to hawe experienced more group

interviews than High groups, and Low group units tended to rely almost exclu-

sively on.the command career .counselor to conduct these interviewS. More speci-

ficLlly, 23.7 percent of the Low group respondents indicated they had attended

a "10-months-before-EAOS or -PRD" group interview in their present command as

compared with only 4.0 percent of the High goup respondents (Q13). When

asked if,they had ever attended group presentations in which Navy career in-

formation was presented using a slide or moving picture projector (Q32), 45.8r-

percent of respondents from the Low Group answere).-Yes, as compared with only

12.4 percent of the High group respondents. In addition, when asked about who
7' 7

conducts the career counseling group interviews in the Tresent command (Q27),

for the Low group, 75.9 percent of the respondents stated that it was the com-

mand career ,counselor, while only 38.5 percent io,f the High group reported that

it was the command career counselor. Interestingly, almost one-third (30.8%)

of the High group report "no one" conducts group intervieWs, which was mUch

higher proportionally than the 13.8 percent repdrted by the,Low'group.

Other group interview questions explored areas such as the type of information

covered in previous group interviews, the effectiveness and impact cf the pre-

sentations, 'alci" interest in attending such presentations in the future:, As

noted earlier, significant differences between retention groups were not ob-
-

tained for these questions. (See Appendix A for details which may also provide

insight into group ilterview activities.) Approximately three-fifths (60.9%)

of those responding indicated they gained at least some new knowledge from

the presentations (Q41) though only one-third (32.9%) reported their having

any influence on reenlistment decisions (Q42). Two-fifths (41.37) of those

responding liked the last presentation they saw, and the types of information

covered appeared to be rather uniforM across all twic areas.

3.1.4 Interactions of Command Members

Respondents were asked cqncerning their perceptions about the involvement qf

command members in career counseling program activities (Q14, Q15, Q17-Q26,
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Q29-Q31). The primary objective of these questions was to ascertain whether

the unit retention program was functioning as a "team" effort. In general,

these 15 questions examined how command career counselors were perceived, in-

cluding their willingness and ability to provide assistance with regard to

.career related,Pmatters:

The pattern of results discussed in the previous paragraphs again emerged with

respect to this set of questions. For the Low group, command career counselors

Overwhelthingly appear.to be the focus of most retention program activities.

For the High groups, -the rLnonsibIlity of these actilrities appeared to be

.shared by CRT Members. For ex,ample,survey respondents were asked to .estimate

the percentage of time their c7amand,career counselors spent on group inter-

views, indi,,idual intervi,...,,s, administrative duties; and Gther duties (Q14).

.DiSTributions of'responses for the total group appear in Table 3-4. Signifi-

cant differences between retention rate groups were Obtained both for indivi-

dual interviews:and other duties. For the Lowrefention group, respondents

estimated that their command career counselors spent about half (50.2%) of

their time on individual interviews as compared with'about one-third (31.2%)

Of their time for the High group. On the average, the Low group estimated that

counselors spent one-third (33.5%) of their time on dther duties while High

group respondents estimated that fourTfifths (80.0%) of their counselors' time

was similarly spent.

Although significant differences between retention ate groups were not obtained,.

it-is clear from the response)s of the total sample that the counselors are per-

ceived. to be spending very little time cotinSeling spouses (Q15). Only 3.6 per-

cenE reporfed that(-counselors were spending at least one-third of their time

counseling spouses. It is also clear that survey respondents found the command

.career counsel_Gv easy to contact (Mn=3.74) when desired (Q17):.
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Table 3-4. Estimated Allocation of Command Career
Cdunselor's Time by Four Types of Activities (Q14).

Percentage of
.Time Spent .

Type of Activity

Group
Interviews
(N=103)

Individual
Interviews
(N=148)

Administra-
tive Duties
(N=139)

Other
Duties
(N=133).

90% - 100% 1.0% 3.4% 2.2% 15.0%

80% - .89% -- 2.1 2:9_ 5.3

70% - 70% 1-0 4.7 2.2 3.8

60% - 69% 1.9 7.4 2.9
1,-6.0///...

50% r 59% 1.0 16.2 j 13.7 8.3

40% - .49% 4,9 8.1 3.8

30% - 39% 10.7 13.5 10.8 6.8

/

//////// //l/i/// 12/1/)1/ it/it/ i

MIncludes
three-fourths of respondents

When asked if they had received booklets describing Navy career opportunities

and from whom they ..7eceiVed. them (018), respondents' patterns of responses were

consistent with results previously obtained--the career counselor was the major

provider of booklets received by respondents. More Low group respondents (64.4%)

3-7
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reported receiving booklets from any source than did High group respondents

(43.9%). The greatest percentage (40.7%) of Low group respondents repqrted

receiving booklets from their career counselors. The High group reported re-

ceiving their booklets as frequently from other sources as from their career

counselors.

Respondentl; were asked about which members of the command they would contact

about various career-related.matters (Q21-Q26, Q29-Q31). Chi-squares were

computed and significant differences.between retention groups were obtained

with respect to career information relatedto SRB (Q23), STAR and SCORE (Q25),

promotion (Q26), in-service educational programs (Q29) and who really gets

results concerning promotions, training, and other career opportunities (01).

Results are again strikingly consistent: For, all of these items, Low group

respondents indicated they would con'tact the command career counselor much

more ofte:. than was indicated by the High group. Even with regard to promo-

tion (Q26), where the Lead Petty Officer was viewed by all groups as the best

'source of information, 22.0 percent of the Low group still felt that the command

career counselor was the best source as compared with 4.0 percent' for the High

group.

Perhaps the most interesting finding concerns perceptions as to who really_4ets

results (Q31). Nearly two-thirds (61.5%) of the High group felt their supervisory

chain of command--Lead Petty Officers and Division Officers--were the ones who

get results, and for this group, only 2.-6 percent mentioned the command career

counselor. In contrast for the Low group, only 21.7 percqnt stated that their

Lead Petty Officers and Division Officers rearly get results, while 35.6 percent

said that it was the command career counselor. An additional noteworthy finding

was obtained for this item. Some (14.5%) of the total sample of respondents

indicated No One really getS results, and the proportion was highest (23.1%)

for the High group. It appears that irrespective of how effective the command's

retention program may be, respondents tend to perceive that there is still con-

siderable room for improvement with regard to really getting results for them..
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In the area of career information need, a significant difference among the re-

tention groups was obtained for perceived degree to which respondents felt in-

formed (Q16). Respondents from the Low group indicated that they felt more

informed (Mn=3.14) than did the other two groups (Medium, Mn=2.88; High, Mn=

2.50). As shown in Appendix B, marked variations at the two ends of the five-

point scale again occurred. More from the High group (26.2%) responded that

they were Not at All Informed as compared with the Low group (12.1%); at the

other extreme, more from the Low group (17.2%) responded Yes Definitely as com-

pared with the High g",:oup (7.1%).

3.2 COMMAND RETENTION TEAM INTERVIEWS
..,

Individual interviews Tiere conducted with members of each CRT in an attempt to

determiae..how they perceived the CRT concept in operation. The Structured

interview used to obtain information appears in Appendix D. Based on analysis

of-data from individual and group.interviews, group sessions andt1 observations,

profiles (see Appendix E). were prepared describing functioning of:CRTs within

their organizations. These profiles are based on'the data gathered in Sprj.no

of 1976, while rhe retention statistics.used for grouping in the other analyses

reflect the FY75 reenlistment situation. Although large organizations are often

considered to be resistant to change, units within a large organization often

tend to behave ,?.:,:erently. There were indications that CRT members were actively

looking for ways '.:o improve their units' current mode of operation. Units with
. -

)

lower FY75 retention rites tended to be partidularly active in their efforts to

bring ab,ut improvement.

Table 3-5 shows the distribution of CRT member personnel interviewed (N=53) by

position and retention group. The average time in position of these members

- was approximately 11.4 morths with a range of one to 40 months. 'The CCCs ranged

from one to 24 months on the job with an average time of 9 months.
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Table 3-5. Distribution.of CRT Member,Personnel
. 'Interviewed by Position and Retention Group.

Position
Retention Group'

Total
Kigh 'Medium Low

Commanding Officer -- 2 2 4

Executive Officer 3 5. 2 10

Department Officer 2 2 1 5

Division Officer 1 4 -- 5

MCPOC/S.enior enlisted 1 6 :4' al

Command. Career Counselor 3 8 4 15

Dep.t/Div career counselor 9 2 2 6

Personnel Office -- 1 1 , 2
\

Total 12: 30 16 58

When asked about the participation level of various members in the command'S

retention program (Q4), the mean responses of theCRT Thembers, grouped by

retention groups tended to vary, as shown in Table 376. There seemed to be

a tendency for the Low and Medium retention grodps to attribute more activity

to CRT members than the High group, with .the exception of the level of invPlve-

ment of the MCPOC and senior enlisted per,sonnel.

CRT members were asked to rate reteation aids and materials provided to yieir

programs by the Navy (Q17). As shown in Table 3-7, the High group tended to
/

rate Careergrams.. (Mn=4.14), SeCNav Instructions (Mn=4.00), the CRT film Absent

Without Incentive" (Mn=3.86) and brochures (Mn=3.50) more important as c/ompared

with the Low group (Mn=3.75; Mn=3.67; Mn=3.67; Mn=3.13). In con.traet, Ole Low

grodp tended to rate local policies (Mn=4.36), Chinfograms (Mn=3.9.2) And.decals

(Mn=2.53) more important as compared with the High group (Mn=3.89; Mn=3!.13;

Mn=2.20).

3
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Table 3-6. Comparison Among Retention Groups' Perceptions of

Level of Participation Ily,Variuo 0PT Members,1

Q4, CRT

Participa-

tion

---,---
Hi h Medium

CO XO Department Officer Division Officer

Low Total High Medium Low Total High Medium Low Total High MediuM Low Total

I. Conducts

group 1.00 2.10 2.50 2.14 im 2.71 ...2.18 2,40 1.75 1.80 2.31 1.97 2.00 2,20 2,50 2,29

inter-

views

(N.15) (N.35)
(N.37) (N.38)

2. Attends

group 1.33 2.00 2,00 1.94 1.00 2,62 2.09 2.31 1.75 2,00 1.82 1.92 2,00 2,24 2,14 2,18

inter (N.35) (N.35)
(N.36) (N.39)

views

3. Conducts

private 2.55 2.66 3.23 2.89 3,17 3.61 3,08 3.35 2.73 2.90 3.54 3.04 3.00 3.21 3.53 3.26

counsel-

ing

(N.45) . (N.48) (N.45) (N.50)

.session .

4, Counsels/

briefs 2.00 2.15 2,46 2:21 2.00 2,10 1,93 2.02 1.70 1,37 1,64 1.53 1.33 1.37 1.54 1.41

wives (.1.43) (N.46) (N.40) (N.41)

5. Assis's

in

solving

problems

2.27 4.00 3,76 3.53

(N.47)

3,27 4,36 4.08 4.04

(N.48)

3.09 3.71 3,58 3.52

(N.44)

3.00 3.71 3.76 3.58,

(N.52)

MCP C/Sencor Enlis ed .
CC 0 C ',,P rsennel Offic r.

High Mdium Low Total High Medium low Total High Medium Low Total Binh Medium lipw Total

1. Conducts

group inr 3.00

terviews.

2.58 2.91 2,73

(N.33)

2,75 3.52 4.00 3.60

(N.40)

1.00 2,10 2.54 2.25

(N.36)

1.75 2,29 2.09 2,16

(N.32)

2. Attends

group in- 3.33 2.60 2,67 2.69 2.50 3,77 3.33 3,50 2.00 2.70 2,58 2.60 1,50 2.19 2.00 2,03

terviews (iJ.35) (N.38) (11.35)
(N.31)

3. Conducts

private 3,50 3,22 3.21 3.28 3.02 4.35 4.67 . 4.33 3.10 3.04 3,64 3,22 2.50 2.57 3.08 2.70

counsel-
(.47) (N.52) (N.49) (N.43)

ing

sessions

4. Counsels)

briefs 1.67 1,75 2,00 1,79 '1 91 2.00 3.33 2.34 1.00 1.42 1.80 1.44 1.33 1.29 1.78 1.43

wives

i, Assists

in solv- 3,20 3.65 3.17

(N.39)

1.42 3,30 4,13 3.94

(N.44)

3.90 1.75 2.60 3.50

(N.36)

2.93 2,73 3,10 3,62

(11.35)

3,16

ing

Problems

(N.45)
,.. . . _

(11.50) (N.42) (11.44)

1Sca11:v was Never.(1), Rarely (2), Ncasionally (3), Often (4), and Very Often (5).

L



Table 3-7.. Comparison Among Retention Groups for Perceptions of Importance

and Effectiveness of Various Aids and Materials.'

Q17. Retention

aids and

mateiials,

CareergraMs

Brochures

Chinfograms

Policies

Decals

Slide shows

Film.

BUPERS

Instructions

SecNav

Instructions'

Fleet

Instructions

Posters

Career Counseling

Manual

IMPORTANCE,

,

EFFECTIVENESS

High Medium 'Low Total High Medium Low Total-

4.14

3.50

3.13

3,89

2.20

2.67

3.86

4,27

4.90

3.90 .,

2,64

4,30

3.82

3.33

3.09

4.28

2.30

3.00

3.17

4.40

3.83

3,83

2.54

. 4.44

3.75

3.13

3.92

4.36

2.53

2.82

3.67

4.40

3.67

3.87

2.71.

4,64

,

3.85

(N.41)

3.27

(N.52)

3.35

(N.43)

4..37

(N.46)

2.35

, (N=52)

,

2.88

(N(.40)

3.32

(N.41)

4.37

(N.5.1)

3.81 -

(N.48)

3,85

(N.48)

2,61

(N.51)

4,47

(N.49)

3,57

2.88

2.75

.2.50

2.40

3.13

3.67

3.83

3.60

'3,30

2.45

3,80

3.59

2.85

. 2.95

3.64

'2.15,

2.90

3.04

3.52

3.35 .

3,00

2.58

3.96

3:13

2.67 .

3.60

3,85

2.33

2.80

3.38

3.77

3.25

3,33

2,45

4.33

3.49

.(ii.37)

2.81

(N.47)

3.08

(N.40)

3.50

(N.46)

2..25

(N.40'

2.92

(N.38)

3:21

(N.38)

3:66

(N.50)

3.38

(N.45)

.3.16

(N.45)

2.52.,

(N.48)

4.02

(N.46)

Scaling was Not Important or Effective (1),'Minor Importance or Effectiveness (2),

Moderately Important or Effective (3), Important. or Effective (4),. Critical to Success

of Program (5).
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All groups considered the Career Counseling Manual and DUPERS Instructions to

be almost critically important to their retention prograMs. Similar patterns

. were obtained with respect to effectiveness of these retention aids and materials

.excepting that the High group tended to consider slide shows more effective

(Mn=3.13) than important (Mn=2.67) while the Low group tended to consider them

about equally effective (Mn=2.80) and important (Mn=2.82). Spearman rank-order

correlation coefficients were computedsto determine the relationship between

importance and effectiveness. For the total sample, a rather.high cortelation

(rho=.948) was obtained. For the Low group, .about the same relationship (rho=

.946) was foinld. HOwever, for the High group, a slightly lower correlation

(rho=.836) was obtained. Importance as judged by the. High group correlated

highly with importance (rho-,F03) as judged by the low group; a lower corre-

lation (rho=.640) was obtained for these two grodps with respect to effective-

ness. Differences in judged effectiveness with respect to local policies such

as dress regulations and hair styles, Chinfograms, and the CRT film were major

contributors to the lowering of this correlation. The Low group considered

local policies and Chinfograms to be more effective and the CRT film less effec-.

tive'than did the High group. The Low group also considered local policies and .

Chinfograms to be more important than did-the High group.,

When askRd for information about advancements within their units, the High group

Was able to call forth fewer records than the Medium and Low groups (Q11).

Three.items Of information were requested: (1) ,the percent who took the exam-

ination, (2) the percent'who passed,,and (3) the percent who Tassed but were

not advanCed. 'A point was scored for each such item that _ould.be 'produced by

Individuals queried, As shown in Table 3-8, less information tended to be

available about non-designated'strikers than about Petty Officers and Chief

Petty Officers.
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'F)terov-

Table 3-8. Availability of Advancement Information.

TyPe of
Advancement

Retention Rate Groups

High
(N=9)

Medium
(N=24)

62.5%

/75.0

/62.5

Low
t(N=12)

58.3%

66.7

66.7

Non-designated
strikers

Petty Officers

Chi.ef Petty

Officers

33.3%

33.3

44.4

C11

ers
interviewed were also asked about how and with. whom.they coordinated

.memD
e 'on efforts (Q32). As shown in Table 3-9, the High group was more
nc

islr re
coordinate through group meetings with the CIACs. (Mn=2.50) and BUPERS

van was the.Low group (Mn=1.431 Mn=1.67) The Lole- group was more

c* 2 0°) hold group meetings with the other agencies on the list than was the
s\ely co

11

OP.
The High group also cootdirted more with CIACs on an,frequently

4 kh TO
g vasis, by memos', and by telephone; with Recruiting, on an individual

by telephone; witivd9tailers, y memos and by tclephon,!. In contrast,

rl is a0
oP

Low

coordinated More frequently with the persennel Office, other

c% Or°'
acid the TYCOM, and all methods tended ro be used for these coordina-

cIlkaand' '

3 vpEg3 FORM 1133/11 CHECKLIST

TI1 of the review of career counselor NAVPERs Form 1133/11 indicates
Its

th resO
e.cords m ay,not be viewed as.of major help to the-career counseling

'''It the'e

..ito.rt..

the 15 units visited only eight CCCs r
/

eported that they maintained

tu
,eir files, either,filed in service recoids or separately. Two of

13s
th actually used a card file instead of the 1133s for keeping tiese types"

cii,
CCC0

,

N ,flation. These card were examined and found to contain-essentially all
info'r".

the 171e

information a8 contained on an 1133.
e°



Table 1-'1, Comparison Among Retention (imps Levc1 of

Coordination With Other Organimtions.1

f

, 02, liow and VI h whom

iltv retention eliorts

Croup MoetIngs Individual Instruction Memos
Phone Calls

High kd uni Low Total High MOium Low Total High Medium Low Total 'Ugh Medium Low 1'4.-11

Personnel. Office 1,20 2.21 2,33 2.04 3,50 4,06 4,27 4,00 2,71 3,41 3.3 3.19 1,83 2.78 1,00 2,64

(N.25 (N.36) 2)
(N.31)

Other Commands 2.17 1,88 2.50 2.10 2,29 2,06 2,51 2,23 2,11 2.00 2.57 2.18 2.71 2,56 3,00 2,69

(N.31 (N.3l)
(N.2) (N.32)

BOBS 2.10 1.19 1,67 1.44 2,00 2,13 2,00 2,07 2,43 1,56 1,67 1,79 2.86 2.79 2.86 I2.82

(N.27
(N.29)

(1.29) (N.33)

TYMI 1,20 1.67 2,44 1,83 1,17 2.21 2.57 2.11 1,33 2.07 2.33 '1.96 2,14 2.74 2.75 262

(N.29
(i'!.28) (N.27) (N.34)

Recruiting 1.20 1',20 1.38 1.25 1.11 1,41 1.38 1.50 1.17 1.33 1.43 1,32 1.86 1.79 1.50 1.74

N.28 (N.30)
(N.28) (N.34)

NAG 2.50 1:36 1.43 1,63 2.50 2.00 1.63 2,00 ,:.00 1,14 1,43 1,41 2.86 2.36 1,86 2.36 ,

(P27 ) (li,.27) / (N.27)
(N.28)

Detailers 1.40 1,87 2.14 1.85 2.50 3.13 2.00 2.69 3.00 2.38 2.14 2,45 4.13 4,00 3.55 3.90

N.27) (N.29), (N.29) ,
(N.41)

71eet Commanders 1.20 1.29 1.57 1.35 1.50 1.71 1.50 1.62 1.57 1.67 1,50 1,61 1,43 1.60 1,50 1.54

(N.26 ) (N.26) (1.28)
(N.28)

1

Scaling was Never (1), Rarely (2), Occasionally (3),
Often (4), and Very Often (5).

0

(1)

11

ID

ID

<

0

ID

n
o 0
t
0

O 1
O 1)
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In reviewing the available records, it was noted that except for name, Social

Security Numbet required interviews completed, and some test scores, very

.little information that was unique to any individual appeared on these forms.

Even when a CCC did use the 1133, any specifics recorded were in most in-

stances of minor consequence, while in at least several of these instances

the CCC verbally offered considerably morejnformation about the individual.

When queried about the lack of recording, the CCC indicated that care had been

taken not to record anything which could in any way adversely affect the indi-

vidual--no matter who happened to see the 1133.

Actually, duplicate card files seemed to be the most effective method for

keeping records. Duplicate cards containing the saale information as on most

1133s were made up. One card was filed in alphabetical order with an indi-*

cation of the month the next contact Was planned. The other card was filed
_-

by the month when a contact was to be made. There was ample space on the badk

of these cards to record all the information any CCC usually recorded on an

1133.

The CCCs indicated that they did not recall finding an 1133 in any incoming

service record and furthermore, they generally showed little interest in re-

ceiving one. CCCs reported that they .would rather talk to the incoming person

and thus obtain their own information in the process of this conversation.'

3.4 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SURVEY DATA

All units included in the sample under investigation had participated in a

Human, Resources Availability-(HRAV) period during which the Human Resources

Management (HRM) Survey was administered. Results of this survey for High,

Medium, and Low retention groups were obtained from the Navy Personnel Research

and Development Center. 'Only group results were provided in order to preserve

the anonymity of coMmands. These results were scrutinized, and thirteen items

were found to differentiate significantly as shown in Table 3-10, Seven of

these items dealt with supervisors, and of these, five concerned communications

3-16
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Table 3-10. HHM Survey Questions for Which Significant
Differences Between High and Low Retention Groups Were btained

and 'he Difference Between Means Was .3.

Survey Item

Mean

Diff
High

Group
Low

Group
.

. To what extent do you feel motivated to
contribute your best efforts to the
command's mission and tasks?

.

3.051

,

2.689 .362**

8. Do you regard your duties in this com-
mand as helping your career?

2.765 2.380 .385**

17. When you talk with your supervisor, to
what extent does he pay attention to
what you are saying?

3.739 3.424 .315**

,

18. To what extent is your supervisor
willing to listen to your problems?

3.720 3.309 .411**

19. My supervisor makes it easy to _tell him
when things are not going as well as he
expects.

3.423 3.016 407**

21. To what extent does your supervisor en-
courage the people who work for him to

3.224 2.887 .337**

-exchange opinions and ideas? ,

23. To what extent does your supervisor
maintain high personal standards of
performance? k

3.817 3.505 .312**

40. To what extent do you have confidence
and trust in the members.of your work
group? -

3.493 3.099 .394**

46. The members of my work group reflect 3.128 2.668 .460**

Navy standards of military courtesy,
appearance and grooming..---' J

49. All in all, how satisfied are.you with
your supervisor?

,
,

53. How satisfied do you feel with your

3.654 3.279

2.860 2.533

.375**

.327**

Chance for getting ahead in the Navy in
the future? - -.._....--/

77. To what extent would Nou feel free to
talk to your supervisor about an alcohol

3.454 3.082 .372**

:problem in your work group?. .

83. po you copsider the effect of your be-
havior bn-how people of this area view

3.405 3.104 .301**

1

Ravy personnel?

S. *2_ < . 01.
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-with supervisors, one with standards/kiscipline, and one with satisfaction

With supervisor. Two items dealt with work group--standards/discipline and

-confidence/Erust; two with career--getting ahead and duties helping career;

and one eaeh.concerning thareas of motivation and community relationships.

In every case, the High group means indicated a more favorable organizational

climate. For two of the HRM survey indices, significant differences were also

.obtained with a difference between means >.3. These were Supervisory Support

(High, Mn=3.67; llow,.Mn=3.32; p <.01) and Discipline (High, Mn=3:17; Low, Mn=

2.80; 2.<.01). These findings support results reported in Table 3-10.

3-18 It
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SECTION 4 DISCUSSION

.Results of the Command Retention Team (CRT). study are discussed in this section.

The evaluation design called for comparison of results bbtained from CRT mem-

bers--the career counseling delivery system--with results obtained from enlisted

personnel--the client population. Comparison with res lts of the analysis of

a sample of career counselor records (NAVPERS ForM 113 /11) and comprehensive

results froM the Human Resources Management,(HRM) Surve were also included in

the design. The latter results were aggregated for the High, Medium, and Low

retention groups, as defined and discussed in Section 2 and Section 3 of this

report. Each of these types of results Will be discussed separately, followed

by a discussion of comparisons across types of,data.

With regard to the enlisted personnel sampled in. this study, the High, Medium,

and Low groups did not differ significantly with respect to organizationallY-

related demographics. These personnel tended to be in the lower pay grades.

(Mn = 3,68), to have served in the Navy almost four years '.(Mn = 45.69 months),

and to have been assigned to the command a little over a year (Mn = 14.04

months). Thus, the sample tended to be drawn from personnel serving in their

first terms of enlistment. These personnel are less likely to reenlist than

personnel serving in other terms of enlistment and they are a population tar-

geted for :attention according to Career Counseling Program policy. When asked

if they had received a career counseling interview before reporting aboar0 the

present command only about one-third (36.5%) of:this sample responded.Yes.

More of those in the Low-retention group had received such an interview (47.5%)

as compared with the High group (19.0%).: On the average the sample had been ;

in the Navy about two and one-half years (31.65 months) longer than they had

been assigned to their present commands. Some of this time was spent in Boot

Camp and additional amounts probably spent in other schools: However, all

// personnel should have received a Reporting Aboard Interview upon arrival at

their present commands.
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Responses to a question speCifically addressing the Reporting Aboard Interview

showed an even more marked pattern. ost personnel in the Low group (71.2%)

said that they had received such an interview, while relatively few (16.7%) in

the.High group gave a.similar response. Either these interviews were adminis-

tered informally and thus were not perceived by personnel to have been genuine

individual interviews, or they had not been administered. Less than half (44.6%)

of personnel sampled reported that they had had an individual career counseling

interview at their Rresent commands, and of these, about half (44.4%),said they

had received more than one such interview. Of the 87 who indicated the amount

of time that.had elapsed since their last individual interviews, four-fifths

(80.5%) said that it had occurred less than a year ago. ,On the other hand,

almost.two-Lthirds (642) of the total sample (N = 242) were able to make a judg-

ment as to whether the information covered-in their most recent interview was

of major interest to .them. Of those who made such a judgment, almost two-thirds

(62.6%) said. Yes--the information was of major interest to them. Respondents'

perceptions were that the career counselor seemed somewhat interested in them

as ah individual.. Excepting for the Reporting Aboard Interview, relatively few

personnel had received group interviews 18 months after joining the Navy (9.0%)

or 10 months before Expiration of Active Obligated Service or Projected Rotation

Date (12.9%). These findings appear to indicate that career counseling may tend

tc be unequally distributed across the potential client population of enlisted

personnel, with a relatively large proportion of enlisted personnel failing to

perceive that they had been individually, counseled, if indeed they were. How-

ever, when such interviews took place, the information covered appears to have

been well targeted in terms of interest for most of the personnel counseled.

Usage of multi-media counseling materials appears to have been rather limited,

at least Sor units sampled ih this-study, (See Grace, Steiner, Holoter, Provenzano,

and Copes [1976] for additional study results concerning these materials.) In

descending Order of judged amount of time spent, the enlisted personnel sur-

veyedtended to feel that commancyareer counselors spent their time (1) per-

forming other duties, (2) holding individual interviews, (3) performing

4-2
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administrative duties, and (4) conducting group interviews. Perhaps one reason

personnel tend to report that they have not been counseled concerning their

careers is that counselors are spending a considerable amount'of time performing

adMinistrative and other duties. Another reason for the large amount of time

perceived to be spent on'other duties is that enlisted personnel fail to dis-

tinguish between full-tide command career counselors and collateral duty career

counselors. Only about/one-fifth (21.9%) of the total, sample reported that,

their command career,Counselors spent time counseling wives. Of these, almost

two-thirds (64.2%) ieported that the counseling of Spouses took:less than twenty

percent of their alareer .counselors' time. Counseling of spouse's appears to be

an activity less/frequently engaged in by career counselors than might be

desirable from the Navy's point of view. (See also Grace, Steiner, and Holoter

[19761 for additional information about the counseling of Navy wives.) Enlisted

personnel .surveyed tended to feel that they were somewhat less than adequately

informed about Navy programs and benefits, although 'their counselors were rela-

tively easy to contact. All of these findings taken together tend to indicate

.that despite increased CRT efforts, enlisted persOnnel and spouses are still

not being adequately counseled with respect to Navy career growth and develop-

ment opportunities for enlisted personnel.

Expectations concerning the attitudes and actions of others concerning,reenlist-

ment also have an important bearing on retention. The sqlpple surveyed wag

asked what,they expected would happen if they were nearing their Expiration of

Active Obligated Service (EAOS) date. Most expected, thwt.. (1) their Counselor

would'provide them with factual information concerning Navy programs and provide

civilian references to help them decide what was best for them as individuals ,

(61A%) and (2). shipmates would make a Tot of wisecracks about.shipping over

(69.9%). Opinions were about equally divided with regard to what personnel

expected their supervisors would do, as follows: (1) supervisor wouild have'

already made arrangements for an .appointment with the career counselor (33.9%);

supervisor would suggest seeing the career counselor cn personnel's own time;

and (3). neither of the above (35.6%). Degree of expectation was about the

7
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same for counselors, shipmates and supervisors. These findings indicate that en-

listed personnel surveyed tended to expect career-counseling to be informational

in nature, with only moderate backing from Supervisors for these efforts. ,Personnel

also tended to expect considerable peer pressure against their reenlisting.

These expectations,i-f fulfilled, would account for some of the difficulty the

Navy is experiencing in retaining adequate numbers of quality enlisted personnel.

With regard to interest in obtaining additional information, persopn'el samdled

were more than moderately interested in obtaining information about all areas

listed except for family housing. Since many first-term'personnel are single,

this finding is not surprising. In descending order of interest, greatest

interest was expressed concerning (1) amount of money personnel could expect

to earl..in the future, (2) medical and dental benefits; and (3) educational

and training opportunities. These results tend to indicate that enlisted per-

sonnel sampled would be very receptive to personalizPd counseling in these

areas. provided CRT memebers could manage to extend delivery of counseling to

all enlisted personnel. In commands With.lower retention rates, enlisted

personnel tend to perc ive that the command career counselor was the focus of

most retention teaL actl\rities. In commands with higher retention, these
1

activities tended to be perceived as shared by CRT members. While the: "team

effort" and,"chain of Command,"._aspects of these findings should not be over-

looked, the fact remains that a wider variety of resources ate applied to
. .

counseling enlisted personnel in cOmmands where these activit'ies are shared

among.CRT members. In addition, personnel in.the High retention group tended

to feel that Division Officers and Lead Petty Officeri-i:Jere those who really

got results for them. Thus, can be inferred that satisfadtory reSults-

oriented outcomes tend to improve personnel satisfaction which, in turn, tends

to lead to increased retention. When Division Officers and Lead Petty.Officers

are heavily involved in a command's retention'effort, results of this effort may

tend to be received more favorably because personnel tend to feel that their

expectations have a greater chance of being realized.
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. Findings obtained-from-interviewing CRT meMbers.tended to: sUpport results

obtained conCerning enlisted personnel's'perceptions and beliefs.about'career

counseling. Individual counseling sessions were reportedly held less often

by the High reteation group CRT members than by the Low retention group CRT

, members; except for the MCPOC. Croup,counseling sessions were reported to

.be held infrequentlY excepting Tor command dareer counselors in the LoW

retention group. At the most, wives were counseled or briefed only occasion-

ally.. Although all retention groups rated the Career Counseling Manual and

BUPERS Instructions to be almost critically important, differences with

respect to judged importance and effectiveness of other retention aids and

materials were obtained. The High group tended to rate Careergrams, SecNav

Instructions, the CRT film, "Absent Without Incentive," and brochures of

higher importance; the Low group rated local policies, Chinfograffis, and decals

of higher importance. The aids and materials judged to be more important hy

the High, group also tended to be more organically related.to an effective

retention program anvironment than did the aids and, materials rated as more

important by the Low group. However, in general the High and Low groups

tended to be in close agreement with respect to the relative importance of

these aids and materials; their agreement tended to be somewhat lower with

resPect to the effectiveness.

Coordination patterns tended to differ for the High, Medium and Low retention

groups. The Low group tended to hold more group meetings, except for group

Meetings the High group held with BUPERS and the CIACs. The High group.also

tended generally to coordinate more often with the CIACs and-to_write memos

more frequently to BUPERS. The Low group coordinated more frequently with

other commands and.the IYCOMs than did the Medium and High groups. Tha'High

group also tended to write more memos and Make more telephone calls to detailers.

These findings tend to indicate.that the Low retention group might.have been

spending more time in coordinating with agencies who were less likely to

help them solve their retention problems tharL was the High group. These

4-5
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.findings are tentative. and need to be explored, in greater depth befote an

iexact determination can be made in this area,

,

Results obtained from the NAVPERS Form 1133/11 review tend to show that record

keeping using this format tended to be less than optimal. A card system con-

taining locally generated datal-appeared to be a feasible alternative to the

NAVPERS Form 1133/11. However, this and other alternatives need to be explored

before another method is substituted for the present method.

The findings obtained'concerning the HRM Survey are very encouraging. Some

of the sutvey items for which significant.differences between the High and

Low groups were obtained provide actionable,clues as to how the retention

environment can be imp' .ved. More s'pecifically, in order to improve the

retention environment, actions should be taken such that enlisted personnel

tend to perceive the.following: (1) supervisors pay attention to what en-

listed personnel are saying when personnel talk With their supervisors,

(2) supervisors are willing' to listen to enlisted personnel's problems,

(3) supervisors make it easy for their personnel to tell: them when things

are not going as well as expected, (4) sUpervisors encourage people who work

for them.to exchange Opinions and ideas, (5) supervisors maintain high per-

sonal.standards of performance, (6) supervisors create.an atmosphere in which

personnel feel free to talk about problems, such as alcohol problems, in the'

work group. In addition, if wotk group members reflect Navy standards of-
.

military courtesy, appearance, and grooming and if duties in the command

are regarded by individuals as helping their careers, retention is likely

to'be higher. These areas are amenable to improvement through actions that

can be taken by the command with the support of the Career Counseling Program,

the Human Resources Management Program, and the Leadership and Management

Training Program. The thrusts of these three programs need to be combined into

an integrated appraoch for solving the Navy's reteation problems. By improving

CRT.methbers' abilities tO 'set objectives, establish priorities, and manage use

of their Own time and.resources, the effectiveness.of command retention,team
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efforts could probably be improved.. By fitting CRT effortsyore close1y

within the.command structure and takingadvantage of the chaihof command to

obtain as many career-related results as possible for 'personnel, the command

retention environment-could. probably be 'also iffiproved, As a fesbli of Lliese

cdmbined improvements,...Navy.retention should be increased.

477
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'SECTION 5 - CONCLUSIONS

This section presents conclusions drawn from the Command Retention Team study,

Recommendations.growing.out of these conclusions appear in a secarate report

by Grace, Holoter, Provenzano, Copes and Steiner (1976) which integrates find-

ings from the Command Retention Team Study, the Navy Wives Study, and the

Career Counseling Multi-Media Evaluation Study into a single set of Phase 3

Tesearch.recommendations. Because certain aspects of this research were repli-

cated across studies, related ,conclusions have been drawn in these three

studies. By combiningstudy recommendations into a single report, appropriate

weight can be assigned to recommendations based upon conclusions drawn from

more than one study. Conclusions fram this study were:

Conclusion 1. Most CRT members appeared to be knowledgeable about counseling

and interpersonal interaction skills,which place interviewees

at ease. Many CRT members profess to practice these skills

when performing retention-related activities.

Conclusion 2. Most CRT members,appeared to view group interviews unfavor

ably. Stated reasons for not'conducting such interviews

were that they tended to interfere with operational require-

ments and caused logistical a"nd space problemS. However,

obse-rVation indicated that most career counselors appoared to

be uncomfortable about leading or f.aciIitating a group activity.

Counselors also tended to feel inadequately trained'tu conduct

such an activity.

ConclUsion 3. Most CRT members tended to feel. that certain aspects of the

career counseling slide presentations, such.as the need to

read the script in the dark,'monitor the equiptent', and

synchronize the slide images with .the script, made these '
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presentat ions dif icult to implement. Many CRT members also

tended eo feel there may be misrep resentation implicit.in these

Programs Proportional to the

Presentat ions due to he allOcaratio of time ted to certain

number in the audience who were

eligible to partici pate n them.

C, 4. Except for.the Reporting,Ab ard Interview, which is:somet.imes

included as part of I Divisio orientation activities, few

personnel. appeared to have par icipated iu a group interview.

The NallX_Times was rep orted to be Lhe.most fre quently psed

and best source of accuraEe infor mation about the Navy:

CRT members tF.nded to be ambivalent aboutrthe effect of the

Tnes on retention. Reasons for the feeling that,it

might b:role an unfavorable impact tended to attribute unfavor-

ability to the entrepreneurial nature of this publication and

to its Premature reporting of loss of Navy benefits. Reasons

.for the feeling that A.t might have a favorable impact tended

to attribute favOrability to pro-N avy editorial support and

the fact that personnel often receive career-related information

sooner through the nyy Times than throp gh official Navy channels.

Enli sted personnel tended to view career counselors as being

interested in them as individuals and as imparting factual

information Of major interest to them.

8. Ttie concept appeared to have been imPlemented at least to

some extent. because 'some CRTs were found to share counseling,

and other retention dutie. Additionally, some enlisted

çiu
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personnel reported that they discussed Navy career opportunities

about equally with LPOs, other senior POs, and command career

counselors.

Conclusion 9. tnlisted personnel expressed considerable desire to .obtain

more information about career advancement possibilities in

terms of pay, promotion, and educational and training oppor-

tunities. Information about medical and dental benefits s...ras

also desired. There is still a need for more effective dis-

semination of information in'these areas as part of each

coMmand's retention effort.

Conclusion 10. Holding informal individual interviews outside the office was

found to be related to retention. Holding this type of inter-

view appeared to be an effective activity--one which all CRT

members might well be encouraged to perform.

Conclusion 11. Results of retention efforts tended to be more favorable in

commands in which (1) individual interviews were conducted

about equally by department/division-Career counselors and

command career counselors and (2) department/division career

counselors were kept informed about linits' retention needs

than in.commands in which this did not occur.

Conclusion 12. The amount of time command career counselors allotted to

con ucting individual career counseling interViews was found

to be related to the retention environment. 'In units.with

low retention, 'command career counselors appeared to be

spending more time conducting individual interviews than

counselors in units with high retention.
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Conclusion 13. The aMount of time spent by command.career counselors in per-

forming duties other than interviews and administrative-d'acies

was found to be related to the retention environment. In units

with high'retention, counselors appeared to be spending more

time on administrative and other duties than counselors in

units with low retention.

Conclusion 14. The number of personnel who received career . booklets from the

career counselor was found to be related to.the retention

environment. In units with low retention, career counselors

were repOrted to be handing out booklets to more people than

counselors in units with high retention. '

Conclusion. 15. The source to which the obtaining of career-related results--

r!or example, yromotions 'or additional trainingwas attributed

was found to be related to the retention environment. In

units with high retention, supervisors were attributed to be

tbe bne who really gets results while in units with low re-

tention, such results were attributed to command career

-counselors:.

'Conclusion 16. The Human Resources Management Survey, particularly the super-

visory indices, appeared to be a potentially useful vehicle

for assessing a command's retention environment.

Conclusion 17. The extent to which careercounseling records were maintained,

other CRT organizational activities performed, and CRT meetings

conducted were not found tole related to CRT retention effect-
.

iveness. Nevertheless, these activities were felt by some to

be of benefit in maintaining an effective retention program.
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Conclusion 18. Career coUnselors tended to be,operating in a favorable reten-

tion environment when they were functioning-as career inforMation

resources interfacing with the chain-of-command. When career

counselors were found to.be operating in an unfavorable reten

tion environment, they tended to function as the primary action

agent for retention activities.

Conclusion 19. AlthoUgh the reportihg of retention statistics apPeared to be\

Conclusion 20.

standard practice throughout the Navy, procedures used to

accummulate data and methods used to calculate statistics

appeared to vary. Also, factors other than records kept,

such as unit effectiveness, quality of reenlistee, and organi-

zational climate tended to be considered by many CRT members

to be important indicators of a successful retention prograin.

Q6reer Information and Counseling (CTAC) schools were generally

considered to be an integral and effective element of the Navy's

retention program. CRT members tended to view these schools

as (1) credible sources of timely and accurate career informa-

tion and (2) proViders of principles and skills required for

effective counseling.

Conclusion 21. Counseling of Navy wives appeared to b'e aft/ct-i-vity that was

not widely engaged in by most CRT members. However, the need'

for increased information transfer about husbands' career

growth and development opportunities, family entitlements and

benefits, unit activities, and the overall Navy mission

between commands and Navy wives was recognized by many CRT

members.

5L5
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onclusion 29. Key aspects of the Career Counseling Program--BUPERS Instruc-

tion and the Career Counseling Manualtended to be considered

7

highly impcittant' facets of the Navy's retention.program by

most CRT members. Some commands also tended to consider local

policies important to their retention programs. Peripheral

aspects, such,as.decals and posters, tended'to be considered

of much lesser importance.
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APPENDIX A

CAREER COUNSELING QUESTIONNAIRE

.This appendix presents the questionnaire.used to

'sample the reactions of enlisted personnel to the

current Navy Career Counseling. Program. Response

data are-included for most questions, showing

number of persons responding, percentage for each

response and means where the response choices are

of an ordinal nature. Data from several questions

are depicted by bar charts with page references

included with the:item.
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/

Under the provision of SUPERINST 1000.21 of 5 August 1974, this survey has re-
ceived Coordination and Control of Personnel Surveys System review and BUPERS
approval and has been assigned Report Symbol BUPERS 5314-33.1.

CAREER COUNSELING. QUESTIONNAIRE
,

PURPOSE OF SURVEY

A study is currently in progress to ubtain the per-
ceptions and attitudes of enlisted personnel toward.
the Navy Career Counseling program. Based on the
results obtained from this study, modifications may
be made that mill enable the program to better serve
the individual needs of all Navy personnel and their

-
families.

Please feel'free to be compleely frank in your
answers. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers
for these questions'. It is your own honest opinion
we want.. Yo'ur responses will be strictly confi-
dential and will be used only for research purposes.
All processing of data will be accomplished by an
outside, non-military organization to ensure that
individual replies and other information about indi-
viduals Mill not be released to any agency of the
U.S. Navy.

FORMAL NOTICE
N

The data are intended to be used only for statistical purposes; no data re-
ported for an individual will be identified in any publication, and individual
data will not be disclosed for any other purpose except as required by law.

tx

SDC/CL -0875
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INSTRUCTIONS

Some questions require that you enter numbers or letters in boxeS. For
example, if you are a Seaman, you would enter a 3 in the box next to this,
question:

5 What is you pay grade? E- 3

Pleas note that the numboers to the left of the responses are for processing
purposes only and are not part of the questions.

Other questions can be answered by putting a check mark next to your answer.
For example:

9

Does the Navy have any offices to help personnel and their
families .1...rith moving, finding schools, etc.?

Yes
1 No

Some questions are arranged to indicate degree of opinion or feeling.
On these, please circle the number that best corresponds to your opinion
or feeling. For example:

How do you feel about your present Navy job? '

517 . 0 3 2 1
Very AVerage Very
satisfied dissatisfied

Circling the 4 would indicate that your feeling is between "very satisfied"
and "average", or, to -put it another way, you are fairly satisfied.

In sone cases, you may n'eed to write in brief answers or descriptions, or
follow special instruction on the question.

Please answer all questions on .fach page, but do not spend a lot of time on
any particular one. In all caseS, except where specified, please give only
one answer to each question.

Thank you very much for your cooperation in responding to this questionnaire.

A-3
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CAREER COUNSELING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What is your present rate/rating? (e.g., ET, AME, etc.)

2. What is your pay grade?

3. How long have you been in the Navy?

I1 year(s) and
I

4. When is your current EAOS date?

months

?;'

19

Month, Yeat

5. How long have you been assigned to this command?
See Page
A-6

year(s) and months

6. _Did you ever have an individual career,counseling interview before you
reported aboard this command?

N=242 36.8% 2 Yes

63.2% 1 No
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.

.

QUESTION

#

.Re

sponc

Pertent of Total (N=242)

10Z 20Z 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Rate. Group (Q1) . i

i

Deck ^29 12.0%
Ordnanc2 23 9.5% '

Electronics 12 5.0%
.

.

.

Precision
Equipment 0

.

' AdtAnistrative
.

and,Clerical 43 17.8%
. ,

Miscellaneous' 0 ,

Engineering .
.

and Hull 52 21.5%

Construction 0
.

.

Aviation 42 17.4% ,

Medical 0
.

.

Dental 0

Non-Rated .,
41 16.9%

N= 242 .

-

Pay Grade (Q2)
.

E-1 0

. E-') 53 21.9%

E-3 64 26.4%1

E-4 66 27.3%
. -

'

I

E-6 34 14.0%1

E-6 17 -- 7.0%

.E-7 7 '---1 '2.9%

E-8 1 -i 0.4%

N= 242

Mean=3.68 or E-4

.

1
i

L_____
.
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QUESTION

yr

Re-
spond

. Percent,of Tctal (N=242)
. , ,

.

10% 20%. 30:% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
.

.

Time in Service (Q3

,

,

_ .

Less than 3 Years
3-7 Years

152
57

4 62.3%
23.6%

7-11 Years 13 , 5.4%
11-15 Years 7 -4 2.9% r

15-19 Years 10 "--4 4.1%
,'

.
.

More than 19
l'.

,

/

Years 3 1.2%

,,

=
.

242

Mean=45.69 .

months
. ,

.
.

Time Remaining (Q4) ;-

v, .,,

Less than 1 Year 47 19.4%
1-2 Years 64 26.4% ,

2-3 Years 51 21.1%
3-4 Years 57 23.67

.

4-5 Years 11 --t 4.5%
More than 5 Years 10 -1 4.1% ,

No response 2 4 0.8%
.

N= 242
,

.

,

' '

Mean=26.69
!

-months
,

Months in Command
.

(Q5) .

.

1-6 Moriths 83 34.3%i

7-12 Months 50 20.7%i

13-18 Months 30 --t 12.4%
19-24 Months 34 14.0%T

I

25-30 Month. 21 8.7%t

31-36 Nonths 15 6.2%t

More thal:1 36
[Months 7 ---1 2.9%

No response 2 4 0.8%

N= 242

Mean=14.04 month .

A-6
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7 liave you ever had an individu.11 careill counsel i.nq interview i neg.! you'

reported aboard this cOnunand':
. \.

1,=242 41.3%
58.7% 1

See Page
A-8

8, How many indiVidual career counseling interviews have you had at this
command?

individual interviews

9. Which .type of career counselor has conducted.most of
career counseling interviews at this command?

45.4% 4.3% 22.77 7.8% li).9%

5 4 4 2. 1

your individual

N=:-,)

6

All.by Half All by No
N=141 Command and Department Career
m=;;..IS Career , half Career Counselor

Counselor Counselor Available

10. When did you have your
view at this command?

most recent individual career counseling inter-

See Pal.7e

A-8
19 I

Month Year

11. Was this interview based on information of majbr interest to you?

c!,i'7; 2 Yes

N=755 .=1 No

N=146
m=3.41

12. Did the careerfffinselor seem ii_nterested.in-you_aa an_indl/vidual
22.67

5 4
24.7%

3
?;':

Very Somewhat Not at al1
interested interested interested

H
1

A-7
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QUESTION

#

Re-
spond

Percent of Total (N=242)

1)% 20Z. 30% 40% 50% 60Z 70%. 80Z

# CC Interviews
(Q8).

1 60 24.8%I

2 97 11.2%I

3 13
More than'3 8. --I 2.3%
No response 134 55.8%i

N= 242

Mean= 1.76
interviews

Time Since Inter-
view (Q10)

Less than 1'
Year 70 28;9% .

1-2 Years 13 5.4%
2-3 Years .4 -I' 1.7%
No response 155 64.0Z

N= 242

Mean=6..62

Months
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13. Which of the following group interviews have you attended at this
command?

N-221 Reporting aboard'interview f37.4% (2) Yes S2.6% (1) No

N=755 18 months after joining Navy 9.0% (2) Yes 91..070 (1) No

N=1.55 .

10 months before EAOS or,PRI) 72.9% (2) Yes 87..1% (1) No

;7,, .17.

/I -10

N=24-

.`7,-w Pal:1c

A-10

N=239 .

'N=232
m=3.71

14. From personal observation of your command career counselor, in terms
of, percentages, how would you estimate his/her time is spent:

4.r. No command career counselor

Group interviews

Individual interviws

Administrative duties

Other-duties

How career\counselor's
time is spent'

percent

percent

percent,

, !

percent

TOTAL 100 pe_cent

15. How much of your command career counselor's time is spent counseling
spouses of command Personnel?

No command career counselor

percent of time spent counseling spouses,

16. Do you feel that you are adequately informed of Navy,:programs and
,benefits?

9.2% 15.1%
5 4 3 2

19.1% 13.4%

Yes Somewhat Not at all

definitely informed informed

17. How easy is it to contact your command career counselor?

% 24.6% 28.9% 8.2%

5 4 3 2

4.7%

1

Very
eaSy

Average

. A-9

Very
difficult
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QUESTION
#

Re-
spond

Percent of Total (N=242)
. ,

1(1 20% 30% '40% 50% .60% 70% 80%

CCC Time Alloca-
tion (Q14)

,

Group
Ito 29% 82 33.9%
30 to 59% 17 7.0%

60 to 100% 4A 1.6%.

No response 139 i 57.4%

N= 242 .

Individual
1, to 29% 65- 26.9%

20. to 59`t 56 1 23.2% .

60 to 100% 27 11:2%1

No response 94 i 38.8%

N= 242

Adminitrative
1 to 29% 82 i 33.9%
30 to 59% 44 A 18.2%

60 tO 100% 13 4 5.3%

.No response 103 42.6%

7.-7--
..

N=. 242

Other'duties
i

_

1 to 29% 68

'25'

28.2%

30-to 59% i 10.3%

60 to 100% 40 16.6.%4
No response 109 45.0%

N= 242

csc Time with
Spouse.(Q15)

1 to 29X 44 18.2%i

30 to.59% 6 -A 2.4%

AO to 100% -3 -1 1.2% &

No response 189 78.1%.1

1\1=- 242 .

A-10
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18.. Have
(If

47.1% I

you received booklets describing Navy-career opportunities?
yes, indicate most recent source.)

No

2.9% 2 Yes, from division officer
27.5%. 3 Yes, from career counselor
7.7% 4 Yes,- from leading petty officer
2.n 5 Yes, from personnelman
6.7% 6 Yes, from shipmates

7 Yes;. CNP/BUPERS
12.9%, 8 Yes, other, speC.efy

19. With which of the lol.towini have you discussed Navy career
opporttuii ti es.' (Check all that app

N=6I :1b.r, 1 Division officer
N=8:1 36.8'7, 2 Lead petty officer
N= 3 MCPOC
'N=87 ;56.0% 4 Command career counselor
N=43. 17.8 5 Department/Division career cbunselot
N=87 363.070 6 SeniOr POs

P1-=2.36, ,

20. If you were nearing your likns date, -and were notified to see your
career counselor:

a) which approach would you xpect your counselor to take?

1 _Counselor would. give me a hard sell about the Navy programs
and try to ship me over.

(71.0T 2 *Counselor would provide me with factual information pertaining
to the Navy programS and provide civilian references to help
me decide which'is best frrir me.

7. SY3 Neither of the .above.

b) what would you pxpect from your shipmates?

N=239 69.9", .1 Shipmates wotild make a lot of wisecracks about shipping over.
,\17.27, 2 Shipmates would ask about any useful information T had

received.
3 Neither of the above.

f
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20. If you were nearing your EAOS date and were notified to see your
career counselor; (cont.)

c) what would you expect from your supervisor?

11.=.239 33.9% 1 ,Supervisor would have already made arrangements for my
appointment with the counselor.

30.5% 2 Supervisor would suggest that I see the career counselor
on my own time.

$5.67, 3 Neither of the above.

d) Of your answers to the throe que:Itions (20a, 20b, and 20c)
above, which one indicates what you would most expect to happen?

1 20a
20b

12.6% 3 20c
43:7-4 All about equal
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l'aycSc
:1-74

Numbered guetttions appear below, lollowing d lettered list,. ot persons
who mtght 1,1ov_ide you wIth iiitOpttalion ot help, it needed. Read e,ich

ti1011 !;elect the letter teptesenting your dwice IVOM the I I I ,

and place that letter in the space provided to the left of the questiOn.
(You may use any of titiese letters Lo answer the questions below.)

Persons Who Would Provide Information/Help

. A. Division officer
B. Lead petty.offic'er
C. Personnel officer
D. Command career counselor
E. Dept/div career counselor
F. MCPOC

EXAMPLE

,G. Educational services officer
H. Personelman
I. Shipmate
J. Other
K. No ono

B Which of these is your immediate supervisor?

Which of the above do you feel would be most willing to help you
solve a problem related tO your Navy career? IP-

tr you do,dod you wanted to become an officer in the Navy, which
one of the above would you contact:

23. If you wanted to find out wit(ch ratings in the Navy are eliglble
for .R11, which one of the above would you cont,act':

24 Which one of the above would you feel most comfortable with
discussing your Navy career?

If you wanted-information regarding STAR and SCORE, or rating
conversion, which one of the above would you contact?

26. The person you know who is the best source of information
,regarding your ability to be promoted is:

27. Who conduCts the career counseling groUo interviews aboard your
pro:;ent. (:nrrunand?

who conducts the careel- counseling individual interviews aboard
your present colTuitand?

29: If you wanted more information regarding the Navy's in-service
educational programs, which of the above would you contact?

30, if you needod help in makinq a decision concerning your Naval
career, which of the above would you contact:

31, Ftom your experience, which ol the above personnel really T.t!;
results concerning promotions, traininguhi other career
opportunities::

A-1 ';



QUESTION
II

z (1) 0) 4

)-11) i,

p

in"I

of Those Responding

1E

21., 0.4% 241 12.4% 29.0% -- % 30.3% 7.9% 2.5% 1.7% 5.4% 7.5% 1.2% 2.1%

1.2 239 1 .5 2.9 2.9 42.3 7.5 1.3 17.6 1.7 2.5 5.9

23, 2.5 236 3.4 4.2 42 45.8 10.6 1 3 4.7 19.1 0.8 1.7 4.2

24. 0.4 241 8.7 21.2 0.8 28.2 6.6 2.5 2.1 3.3 15.8 3.3 7.5

25. 2,5 236 4.7 5,5 1,7 51.3 12,3 0.8 10.2 8.5 0.4 0.4 4.2

26. 1.2 :39 20.5 31.0 5.4 11.7 4.2 1.3 3.8 15.5 2.1 2.1 2.9

27. 8.3 222 0.5 0.5 1.4 So.8 6.3 3.2 2.7 1.4 1.4 23.4

28. 9.1 220 1..8 1.4 67.7 13.6 1.8 1.8 0.5 1.8 1.8 7.3

29, 1.2 239 2.5 1.7 2.1 20.1 5.0 0.4 61.1 2.9 2.5

30. 0.4 241 9.1 17.4 1.7 39.8 9.5 2.1 1.7 1.7 4.1 4.1 9.1

31. 5.4 229 15.7 18.8 3.5 25.3 4.8 3 5 4.8 5.7 0.9 0.9 14.4

A. 'Division officer

B. Lead petty officer

C. Personnel officer

D. Command career. counselor

E. Dept/div career counselor

F. 1POC

G. Educational services officer

H. Personnelman

I. Shipmates

J. Other

K. No one

'd

a

O'N

ta

0

H

o o
LJ

o
o il
0

rt
N. H.
O 0
O 0
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32. In the past, have you ever attended a group session in which Navy
career information was presented using a slide or moving picture

projector?

33.2% 3 Yes
53.57 2 No
73.3% 1 Don't remember

33. Would you be interested in attending such a .session in the near
future? I

.2P.2% 27.17, 20.4% 7.5% 15.8%
5 4 3 2 1

Very No Not at all

interested opinion interested

If you have eve:r previously attended a group session in which Navy career
information was presented using a slidc, or motion picture projector, please
answer the following qUestions; otherwise please skip to Question 42.

34. How many have you attended?

N=84 23.8%4 Four-or more
m=2.13 7.7% 3 Three

27,47,2 Two
47.7% 1 One

35. What information was covered in the presenations you attended?
(Check all that apply.)

N=44- 18.2%7 Educational and professional advancement
N=44 18.25116 Health and medical care
N=30 12.475 Financial security'
N=3I 12.8%4 Retireffient

N=38 15.7%3 Reenlistment incentives
N=42 17.4%2 Other benefits of Navy
N=28 11.6%1 Don't remember

A-15
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3=38

36. What

(Check

15.7% 7

//
information was covered in the last }/resentation

all that apply.)

Educational and professional advancement
11=33 13.6%-6 Health and medical care
11=32. 12.8% 5 Financial securitY
.11=38 11.6% 4 Retirement
11=30 12.4% 3 Reenlistment incentives
11=34 14.0% 2 Other benefits of. Navy
:1=26 10.7% 1 Don't. remember

11=89

m=3.28

-ou attended?

37. How much did you like the last presentation you saw? --
1::.0 29.5 59.7% I' ..:)------- 7.6%

___-.---
5 4.

, 3 - ------------ 2 1
.Likoti it ,----i-5-- Di!_;liked
ye r,y much opinion il. very

much

38, How long aqo wis the last sessi,)n you attended?.

59.6% 4 Six months or more
18.0% 3 Three to six mOnths ago
13.5% 2 One or two months ago
9.0% 1 During the last month

39. Who co.n:lucted the last presentation you attended?

11=1 40.7% 6 Command career counselor
P.97.7-5 Department/Division career counselor
0.0 4 Division officer
n

I,ead petty officer
34:1% 2 Other
13.0-1 Don't know.

40,- How effective .was the discussion following this last pre !. ntrition in
terms of additional information and/or clearing up.guesti ls?

14.0% 30.1% 24.7% 1?.770
. 5 4 3 2 1

N=93 Very No Not very
m=3.05 effective Opinion effective

A-16
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41. As a result of attending this last session, hot much new knowledge

about a career in the Navy did you gain?
N=97 10.3% 75.5% 35.1% 15.5%,

5 4 3 2
=2. 73

23.7%
1

Gained a
great dea1
of new
knowledge

Gained
some new
knowledge

Didn't gain
any new

knowledge

42. How much influence does the knowledge you gained from the last

)resentation
have on your decision to reenlist?

N=164 ..3% 6.1% 19.5% 16.5%
5 4 3

.

2m=2.03

cc Mjc
A-18

See Page
A-18

50.6%
1

A great SoMe
deal of .influence

influence

43. Please indicate how yeti most
frequently obtain such infor-
mation. (Choose three sources
from the list and write the

appropriate letter in the blank.;

below. )

I obtain information about the
Navy from:

a. Most frequent source
b. Next most frequent source
c. Third most freqUent Source

44. Please indicate which sources you
think are best for obtaining
accurate information about the Navy.
(Choose three sources and write .the
appropriate letter in the, blanks

below. You/can choose the same
sources as in yuestion 43, if you
.likc.)

Hest source of accurate information
about the Navy:

a. First choi:e
b. Second choice
c. Third. choice

A-1.7

No

influence
at all

Sources of Information

A. Billboards
B. Navy Times
C. Local Navy newspapers
D. Other local newspapers
E. Magazines
F. Radio
G. Television
H. Mail
I. Posters
J. Scuttlebutt from shipmates



7
QUESTION

-
cllf:G:.:',

0 '0'

017,C..,ZC
-;, :('

Percent of

1

Those Responding

,

II

,

43. Frequent

sources of
,

information

a) First 8.7% 221 13.1% 32.1% 10.0% 0.5% 1.2% 0,9% 0.5% 4.1% 2.3% 29.4%

,

b) Second 11.2 215 13.0 23,3 23.7 1.9 12.6 0.9 4.2 5 6 3.7 11.2

,

c) Third 12.0 213 10.3 12.2 13.6 4.7 12.2 1.4 4.7 5.2 10.8 24.8

44. Accurate

sources of

information

a) First 12.8 211 12,8 46.9 '7.6 1.4 10.0 0.5 0.9 7.6 1.9 10.4

b) Second 12.4 212 8.0 28,8 30.2 1.4 9,4 1.4 4.7 6 6 3.3. 6.1

c) Third 14.0 208 14.4 9.1 16.3 4.3 10.6 1.4 4.8 9.1 8.2 21.6

,

A. Billboards

B. Navy Times

C. Local Navy newspapers

D. Other local'newspapers

E. Magazines

F. Radio

C. Television

H. Mail

I. Posters

J. Scuttlebutt from shipmates
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45. There are.many aspects of Navy life about whiCh you might like to
obtain additional information. Please indicate how interested you
are about obtaining additiOnal information for each of the following.

INTEREST IN ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Page

Educational and train-

Very-
interested

Moderately
interested

Not.

intereted

ing'opportunities 5 4 3 2

b. Family Housing

c. Medical and dental
benefits

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

d. Retirement benefits

e. Rec'reational
facilities

f, Exchange -a.:nd Com-

..missary services

g. Personal Services

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 '1

5 4 3 2

Office

h. Dependent educa-
tional benefits

5 4 3

5 4 3 2

AMount of money
you can expect
to earn in future 5 4 3 2 1

A7.19
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45. There are many aspects of Navy life about which you might like to

obtain additional information. Please indicate how interest you are

about obtaining additional information for each of the following:

INTEREST IN ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Very
-intested

MOderately
interested

Not
interested

5 4 3 2 1

a. 53.8% 18.5% 18.1% 2.9% 6.7%
N=238 m=4.10

11: 24.9 15.2 16.9 8.4. 34.6

N=237 m=2.87

C. 56.7 19.3 12.6 2.5 8.8

N=238 m=4.13

d. 37.4 10.6 15.7 7.7 28.5

N=235 m=3.21

e. 37.7 28.0 20.8 4.7 8.9

N=236 m=3.81

f. 37.8 23.6 22.7 5.6 10.3

N=233 m=3.73

g.
33.1 24.6 27.5 6.4 8.5-

N=236 m=3.67

h. 46.4 14.5 10.2 3.8 25.1

N=235 m=3.53

69.6 11.8 8.0 9.1

N=237
_ _ _ _ _ . _

m=4.32
_ _ _ _ _ _ .
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APPENDIX B

CAREER COUNSELING QUESTIONNAIRE CHI-SQUARES

This appendix presents the results for all questionnaire

items having Chi-square values significant at least at

Lhe .05 level. ResPonse of ividuals from the High,-

Medium, and Low retention rate grou re compared.

For each alternative, the total percent responding by.

group aTe displayed. The Chi-square value degrees of

freedom, and the numbers of respondents follow the

tabular display. One asterisk (*) indicates 'the Chi-

square value was significant at the .05 level of

conEidence; two asterisks (**) indicate significance

at tile .01 level of confidence.

B-1
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Q1JSTION

7. Have .you.ever had an

individual career counseling

interview since you reported

aboard this 'commaild?

Chi-square = 33.571**

df = 2

8. How many individual career

counseling interViews have

you had at this command?

Chi-square = 38.176**

df = 12

9. , Which type of career coun-

selor has conducted most of

your individual career

counseling interviews at

this command?

Chi-square = 25.970**

df = 8

RESPONSE

TOTAL

GROUP

RETENTION RATE GROUP
0

HIGH MEDIUM LOW
r?

Yes

No

(N)

1

41.5

58, 5.

(241)

55.4

25.0

.16 7

83 3

(42)

78 6

14.3

36.4

63.6

(140)

59.7

25.9

71.2

28.8

(59)

28.8

30.5

2 11.3 4.8 8.6 22.0

3 5.4 3.6 13.6

4 1.3 7 3.4

5 .4 .7

6 1.3 2 4 .7 1.7

(N) (240) (42) (139) (59)

All by command carper

counselor 45.4 33 3 35.9 66.7

4. 4.3 2.6 8.9

3. Half and half 22.7 11 1 28.2 17.8 <
(1)

2. 7.8 16.7 9.0 2.2 H

1. All by Department

career counselor 19.9 38.9 24.4 4.4

r

(N) (141) (18) (78) (45 0) 0
W



1

'0 ESTION

',.

,

RESPONSE
TOTAL

.

GROUP

RETENTIO!, RATE GROUP

HIGH MEDIUM LOW

3 Which of the following group 10 months before EAOS Or PRD

interviews have you attended Yes r 1

\ .

12.9 4.0 10.9 23.7

at this coMmand? No J

. \

87.1 96.0 89.1 76.3

Chi.square = 6.032*.

df = 2 1

(N) , (155) (25) (92) (38)

. From rersonal observation of Individual'interviews

yOur command career 1-9% 12.9 47.1 10.0 '6.0

counselor,.in terms of per- 10-19% 20.4 17.6 23.8' 16.0:

cettages, how would you . 20-29% 10.2 5.9 13.8 6.0'

estimate his/her time is 30-39% 13.6 5.9 16.3 12.0

spent? 140-49% ,
8.2 5.9 5.0 14.0

50-592 16.3 16.3 22/0r.

60-69% 7.5 5.9 7.5 .8 0

70-79% 4.8 - 3.8 8.0'

80-89% 2.7 - 2.5 4.0

/

i

90% .Up' 3.4 11.8 , 1.3 4.0

Chi,square = 36,611** -I . ,

df = 18 (N) (147) (17) (80) ..(50)

,

,
,

Other.Dutie$

1-97, 9.1 5.0 6.9 150

10-19% 21.2 5.0 ' 19.4 32.4

20-29% 20.5 . 5.0 23.6 22.5

30-39% - 6.8 - 5.6 12.5

40-49% 3.8 5.6 2.5

50-59% 8 3 5 0 11.1 5.0

,

60-69% 6.1 15.0 6.9'

70-79% 3.8 5.0 5.6 -

80-89% 5.3 5.0 5.6 5.0

90% up 15.2 55.0 9.7 5.0

Chi-square = 8.885**

df = 18
,

(N) (132) (20) (72) (40)



QUESTION RESPONSE TOTAL

GROUP

16. Do you feel you are

adequately informed of Navy

prbgrams and benefits?

Chi-square 15.2401

df = 8

18. Have you received booklets

describing Navy career

opportunities? (If yes,

indicate most recent

sources.),

Chi-square . 32.661**

df = 14

5. Yes definitely

4.

. Somewhat informed

2,

1. dot at all infOrmed

(N)

jo

Yes, from division officer

Yes, Irom career

, counselor

Yes, from leading petty

officer

Yes, from personnelman

Yes, from shi.pmates

Yes, CNP/BUPERS

Yes, other, specyy

(N)

9.2

15,1

42.9

19.3

13.4

RETENTION.RA

HIGH DIUM I_LOW

7,1 6.5 17.2

7.1 16.7 17.2

40.5 44.9 39.7

19.0 21.7 13.8

26.2 10.1 12.1

(238) (42) (138) (58)

46.9

2.9

17.6

1.7

6.7

9.2

13.0

(239)

56.1

2.4

9.8

7.3

9.8

14.6

(41)

48.9

2.9

10.1

2.2

2.9

7,9

10.1

15,1:

(139)

1 Significance = .0515. This Lim was included to assist the interpretation of data

since its ANOVA was significant and its Chi square w.as extremely close to significance

at the .05 level

35.6

3.4

1.7

1,7

3.4

6.8

6.8

(59)



QUESTION

23. If you wanted to find out

which ratings the Navy

are eligible for SRB, which

one of the above woUld you

contact?

Chisqve 36.696*

df

25. If you wanted information

regarding STAR and SaRE,

or rating conversion, which

one of the above would you

contact?

Cb.s,ivare 33.165*

df . 20

Division officer

Lead petty officer

Personnel officer
1 .

Command career counselor

Hqt./Div career counselor

MCPOC

Educational services officer

Personnelman

Shipmate

Other

No one

(N)

Division officer

Lead petty officer

Personnel officer

Command career counselor

Dept./Div career counselor

MCPOC

Educational prvices officer

Personnelman

S ipmate

0 her

No one

(N)

TOTAL
RETENTION RATE CROUP

CROUP
.

HIGH MEDIL LOW

3.4 5.0 3,7

4.3 7,5 3.7

4.3 2.5

46.0 32.5

10.2 7.5

1.3 2,5

4.7 2.5

19.1 22.5 ,

.9 2.5

1.7 2.5

4.3 12.5

(235)

4.7

5.5

1.7

51.5

11.9

.9

10.2

8.5

.4

.4

4.3

(235)

(40)

9.8

12.2

36..6

14.6

122

4.9

2.4

7.3

(41)

1.7

3.4

5.1 3.4

39.7 69.5

11.8 8.5

.7 1.7

7.4

23.5 6.8

1,7

1.5 1.7

2.9 1.7

(136) (59)

3.0 5.1

1,7 5.1

3.0

48.9 67.8

3,7

135)

3,4

1.7

6.8

5.1

1,7

3.4

(59)

0

rD

L")

.1



ct,

QUESTION RESPONSE

26, The person you know who is

the best source of infor-

mation regarding your ability

to be promoted is:

Chi-square = 38.930**

df 20

7, Who conducts tly career

counseling group interviews

aboard your presc commaitd?

Chi.square . 29.491*

df = 18

TOTAL

RETENTION RATE GROUP

CROUP 1

;HIGH 'f gIUN LOW

Division officer

Lead petty officer

Personnel officer

Command career counselor.

Dept./Div career counselor

MCPOC

Alcat1ona1 services officer

Personnplman

Otk(

No crig!

(N)

Division officer

Lead petty officer

.Personnel officer

Command career.counselor

DeptiDiv career counselor

MCPOC

Educational services officer

Personnelman

Shipmate

Other

No one

(N)

20.6 19.5 1..0

30.7 46.3 25.4

5.5 9 2.9

11.8 4 9.4

4,2 ; I 5.1

1.3 2.2

3,8 2,4 5.8

15.5 7.3 21,0

2.1 .4 1.4

1,7 2,9

2.9 .9 2.9

(238)

.5

.5

1.4

56.6

6.3

3.2

2.7

23.5

(221) ;

(41)

2,6

38.5

15.4

5.1

2.6

5,1

30.8

(39)

(138)

20,3

32,2

11.9

22.0

8.5

3.4

1.7

(59)

.8

2.4

53.2 75,9

5.6 1.7

4.0

3.2 3,4

.8 1.7

4.0 3.4

25.8 13.8

(124) (58)



QUESTION. RESPONSE

RETENTION RATE GROUP

TOTAL

GROUP HIGH MEDIUM LOW

Lr--
29. If you wapted more infor- Division officer 2.5

mation regarding thf... Navy's Lead petty officer 1.7

in7service educational Personnel officer 2,1

programs, which of the above 1 Command career counselor 20,2

would you contact? Dept./Div career counselor 5,0

MCPOC .4

Educational services officer 60.9

Personnelman 2.9

Shipmate

Other

No one

Chi-square .

df . 18

31. From your experience, which Division officer

of the above personnel Lead pett, officer

r:.?ally_sgets results con-

,2rning promotions, training,

dnd other career

opportunities?

Chi...square = 49,209**

df = 20

88

4.9 1.4 3.4

2.4 2.2 -

I .7 6.8

22.0 112.3 37.3

7.3 ' 5.8 1.7

.7

51.2 6 .8 49,2

2,4 4.3 -

_

1.7 4.9 1.4

2.5 4.9 2.2 1.7

(N) (238)

Personnel officer

Command career counselor

Dept./Div. career counselor

MCPOC

Educational services officer

Personnelman

Shipmate

Other

No one

(N)

15.8

18.9

3,5

25.4

4.4

3.5

4.8

5.7

2.6

14.5

(228)

17.9

43.6

2.6

5.1

2.6

2.6

2.6

23.1.

(i9)

12.3

3.8

27.7

5.4

4.6

6.9

6.9

3.8

1 g

(130)

(59)

10.2

16.9

5.1

35.6

1.7

1.7

1.7

6.8

3.4

16.9

(59)

:

89



QUESTION

32, In the past, have you ever !Yes

attended a group session in No

which Navy career informa-

tion was presented using a

slide or moving picture

,
projector?

Chi-square r. 11.199*

df = 4

RETENTION RATE GROUP

RESPONSE TOTAL

GROUP HIGH MEDIUM LOW

Don t remember

33.3 ,

53.8

12.9

12.2 14.3 45,8

73,2 53,6 40.7

14.6 12.1 13.6

(N) (240) (41)

43. Please indicate how you :Billboards

most frequently'obtain such Islavy Times

tnformation. (Choose three Local Navy newspapers

sources from the list and Other local newspapers

write the appropriate Magazines

letter in the blanks below.) !Radio

'Television

I obtain information about Mail

the Navy from:
'Posters

'Scuttlebutt from shipmates

c. Third most,frequent

source

Chi-square = 34.546*

df = 20

10.3 13.2

12,2 13,2

13.6 19.4

4.7 2.6

12.2 10.5

1,4 2,6

4,7 5.3

' 5.2 2.6

10.8

24.4 31.6

(N) (213) (38)

(140) (59)

10.7 7.4

11.6 13.0

14.0 9.3

6,6 1.9

11.6 14.8

3,7

.8 13,0

4.1 9.3

14.0 11.1

26.4 14.8

(121) (54)
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APPENDIX C

CAREER COUNSELING If_STIONNAIRE - ANOVAS

This appendix presew information comparing the responses

made by individuals from the High, Medium, and Low

retention rate commands to questions with ordinal respOnses.

Ihe means for each of the three groups and the mean for

1

the total group are displayed with the.associated sample

1

sizes and the derived F ratio. Only thoSe questions

which had F ratios signific.ant at least at the .05 level

are shown. Ono Asterisk indicates the F raElo is

significant at least at the .05 level, and two asterisks

indicate significance at le'ast at the .01 leveL
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8. How many inclivjdual career counseling interviews have you had at this

command?

1 1 1
individual. interviews

Rctention Rate Group

Aigh

.38

(42)

TOTAL

11.708**

Which type,of career counselor has conducted most of your individual

career counseling interviews at this command?

5

All by
Command
Career

3 1 6

Half All by No

and Department Career

Half Career Counselor
Counselor Available

. Retention Rate Group
TOTAL F

High 'Medium Low

Mean

(N)

2.72

'(18),

3.17

(78)

4:31

(45)

3.48

(141)

11.135**

14. From personal observation of your command career counselor', in terms of

percentages, how would you estimate his/her time is spen::

How career counSelcr's

No command career counselor
tim- is spent

Group intervie... percimt

Individual interviews percent

Adminj.strative _duties percent

Other duties percent

TOTAL W)) poi-cent
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INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS
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Retention Rate Group
TOTAL

High Medium Low

Mean

(N)

31.18

(17)

40.38

(80)

50.20

50).

42.65

(147)'

4.718*

OTHER DUTIES

Retention Rate Gr4p
TOTAL F

High Medium L4
Mean 80.00 47.36 33.O 48.11 19.287**

(N)- (20) (72) (40 (132)

16. Do yot feet you are adequately

5

Yes
definitely

informed-or. Navy programs and benefits?

3

Somewhat7
informed

1

Not at all
informed

- Retention Rate Group TOTAL F

High Medium Low

Mean

(N)

2.50

(A2)

2.88

(138)

3.14 i

(58)
_

2.87

(238)

4.098*
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APPENDIX D

MDIX1D,RETINTION TEAN INTERVIEW
-

This appendix presents the

of the Command Retth,tion

team member recorded the

or

mquestions asked of th

An SDC data collGCtrI(;01

answers,

Team.

except for the Pe rill

questions having a matrix. For these questions, e,i0t

then the. interviewer discussed Lhe intent of the el° Os A
)

intl

10

was usually handed to the interviewee ro look ovS I lo

d
descriptions, and the interviewee then wrote

indicated to be appropriate.
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COMMAND RETENTIONITEAM.INTERVIEW

'a. h t is your position?

Commanding Officer.
2. Executive Officer
3. Department Officer
4. Division Officer
5. MCPO /Senior enlisted
6: Comm nd Car.eer Counselor
7: Dept/div Career Counselor
8. Personnel Officer/personnelman

2. What is your present rank or rating?

3. How long have you been assigned to your present job?

Months

4. At what level do members of your commapd participate in the retention.:
'program?

,

,

FUNCTION

I

1

I g
r1

.2.1

M U
Eif-_!

o 4-I0 0

W ,

>
.,-I p
.1-1 .2.1

0 / C.)

C. t
X 4-Iwo

0
W

3.4

4-I .2.1

3.4 U

a V
W t-I-Iczo

G
0 3-4

f-I CI
Ch C.)

'f' V,
r-I 1-14czo

.
-f-1
G
CI "0

Cil W
---- 4-1
O cn
`,:i)4 :-:,'0 0zw

$.4

w

,4
M
0 3-4

0
^0 ,--I
0 CI
ctl cn

E 0,0 000

$.4

w
w

.0
3-4

0
r-I r-I
al W
--, cn

W 0
alc...)

r-I
W

0 Wo C.)

2 41
W 4.4a o

_

Conducts group interview
sessions

\
,

Attends group interview
sessions

\

Conducts private counseling
seszions-
Counse1s or briefs
wives
Assists in solving personal
or command problems (CC)

4

the boxes provided.

1 = Never 2 = Rdrely 3 = Occesic-nally 4 = Often

D-2

Using 6ie,following scale as reference, enter one of the numbers int24ach of

.00".

often
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5.- What scheduling problems have ydu encountered in complying with he

requirement tooproVide each of the group interviews?

How often was each type of grOup interview conducted during the last

six months?:

7: How,do you distribute your counseling and interviewing time beteen

firstterm personnel and career personnel?

8. What follow-up actions do you accomplish after a group interview has

been Conducted?

9. HoW do You monitor the effectiveness of your retention efforts?

Source for retention indicators?

10. I would appreciate it if you would provide me with n copy

Monthly Report of :Ireer counseling aCtivitio.s.

11. With regard to advancement of-personnel, we would like to know the number

of eligible strikers/petty officers; the numbet.that took the exam, the

number .that passed, and .the number PNA.

of the last

NON-DESIGNATED STRIKERS

(Eligible) / (II that took exam)

DESIGNATED STRIKERS

(# that 'passed) (.# that PNA)

(Eligible) (b that took exam) / (II that passed) / (# that PNA)

PETTY OFFICERS

(Eligible) (II that took exam) .(II that passed) I (II that PNA)..

12. How:does the CREO List affect your retention efforts?

I

13. How much impact does BUPERS manpower forecasting have on your retention

program?

14. What is.your primary method of getting Navy retention material to the

attention of enlisted personnel?

D-3
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15; What impact do other Navy media such as-theliavy Times have on retention?

16. What impact do.non-Navy media haVe on retention?

17. How important or effective are the retentiOn aids and materials provided
by the Navy.to your program?

PROVIDED AIDB AND.
"MATERIALS IMPORTANCE EFFECTIVENESS

CAREERGRAMS
_

BROCHURES
,

CHINFO.GRAMS

POLICIES..

DECALS

SLIDE SHOWS.

BUPERS INSTRUCTIONS

SECNAV.INSTRUCTIONS

FLEET IN IONS

POSTERS

CAREER COUNSELING MANUAL .

1 = not important or effective
2 = minor impprtance.or effectiveness
3 = moderately important or effective
4 = important or effective
5 = critical to success of program.
6 = not used
7 = don't know
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18. How often have you used the multi-media material provided for career

retention? o SZide Shows? Films?
1

1

19. What do you find that most stimulateS an interest in a Navy!,career?

20. How does your tickler system operate? W*.tt does system i.',.zdicate?

21. What. procedures 4o you use to ensure that 'personnel submit Duty

Preference Forms? Problems?

22. When did you complete the CIAG School? o Which one?

\

23. What is your judgment on tho effectiveness of the school in f)i-paring

you for your career counseling duties? Most usefUl; Least useful;

* Recommended changes; Adequate?

24. How much of your time is spent cdunseling Navy perSonnel7 Q Ordup;

O Individual; e Haw many of each last month?

25. :How much time do you devote to the counseling ot briefing of family

members? Group;.* Individual; How many of each last month:

Last ,6 months? -

26. How much of your t-ime is spent away from'ihe'desk? In unit; with

families; on base/off base; collateral duties?

27. What techniques do you use to create an effective interview or counseling

atmosphere?

28. What procedures do you follow to prepare for an individual interview?,.

29. What insights concerning Navy life have you been able to gain from

enlisted personnel through your program. War-Icing aunditions;

o Treatment kl supervisors; e Living environment;:o Apprehensions?

30. What kinds of inf.Amation have you fed back to your command concerning

general problem.areas? o Job satisfaction; * Human awareness;

* Living 'conditions; Equal opportunity; Working conditions-;

* Moonlighting?
..:

31. What pracedures are followed concerning Navy personnel'who are not

recommeqded for reenlistment? Are they notified?

D-5
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32. How and,with whom do you coordinate your retention efforts?

0

U

M
tC
G

V

Z

Cil

'10
4-1

4-1
1:3

1--1

1,1

CJ
G

4.4

m

--1 1

0) ,
0

Z

'71
,--1--

C..)

(1.1

0
p.,

T.:

(1.1

4-10
..

PERSONNEL OFFICE

OTHER COMMANDS

...--------
BUPERS.

TYCOM

RECRUITING ,

CIAC SCHOOL
/ .

DETAILERS

OTHER

FLEET COMMANDERS
,

1 = Never
2 = Rarely
3 = Occasionally
4 = Often
5 = Very often

D-6
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APPENDIX E.

Command Retention Team

Organizational Profiles
_

Profiles appearing in this appendix .:re presented to assist th i. reader in

obtaining a conceptualization of the wide variety of ways in which the

Command Retention Team i furctioning. Variat.ons in implementation

approach and innovative ideas being .triekrout-by soMe organizations,may

be of interest and assistance Navywide. Trends can be identified and

consistent themes, of both positive and negative nature, identified. _In

addition, research'results tend to take on additional meaning when they

can be interpreted in light of the coritex,from which they were obtained.

There are several ways to.obtain organizational data in addition to the

administration of luestionnaires, -Some of these methods were used during

thedata collection activities At the fifteen Navy units sampled in the

study. Methods supplemental to questionnaire.administration consisted of

one-on-one.interviews, grbup inrerviews, sensing sessions, and observa-
.

tions of organizational activities at the. units.. saffipled. Data collected

by trained interviewers, facilitators, and observers using these methods

are valuable additions to questionnaire data. When properly synthesized,

assimilated, and presen.ted, these additional data provide insights into

the organizational environment. Caution, however, must be exercised

_

since such insights supplement rather than replace data presented in the

body of this report.

Profiles presented in this appendix have been Identified alphabetically

to preserve organization'S a-,Onymity: Navy terminology and acronyms

appearing in the profiles have been included to preserve the context and

flavor.of the data. To facilitate understanding of these special terms

a glossary is provided in Appendix F.
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The. four CRT , members of,Orgatljza tion A interviewed have all been assigned to

this unit Cot. over year, wici

there

1 the exception' ef.the c011ateral duty tareer
_

counselor who has
been. six months. The division 'Qfficer,, a lieutenant

ready for reassigqmeac, has been assigned the longest-740 months; the XC1 93

0 \,
the ccc 12 monmonths; and ths.

They indicate.that grout' interviews are not conducted avd that the +18 and/or

-10 slide presentzltiansare shown because of conflicts with operating

Aschedules and with HKV and Phase II scheduling. ,A general bias against these

types of sessions also evinced. Formal one-on-one counseling does npt seem

to be a regular pracrice,-the xo, division officer and CCC. all indicated that

they spent very littl e recen t time in it,s practice.

efforts clos.ely meniRetention tored ar' continually evaluated by all CRT

members, This i-11eluded going beyond the monitoring of numbers. The XO per.-

sonajly reviews .the updated pnty Preference Forms periodically. The divisior

officer graPhs and provides unit statistical data on all personnel getting out,

extending, or reetil,icing. Th'e CCC provides first-hand information on.the

success of rhe r etel to theltl°neffort5
tiuns of

CRT members via impressions often

obbained from th,
reac the'individuals he interviews. Neither the CREO,

List, "a good i-ea bur. it enly emphasizes that'At. and B* 'can't cross-rate,"

nor the BcPers,MatIpowerFore.cast data are believed to have any effect. on reten-

tion .at the unit.

Navy retention mnterial is (1.stributed during tae we-on-one interviews conduc-

ted by the career or

for

and only pertinent material j.s 'provided. Also, the

aPOD is used as oroviding ureer_and educatiOnal-benefits-to-the
-- .

_

crew. The XO-ha;s--1-nleorporatf.d a procedure,to send ca/reer, fringe benefit and

*The two grouPs of rjtings which aTe in greatest demand.
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family benefit informkition to Navymives to notify them of Ihe unit's ac,ivt-.

ties and.career opportunities for Cheir husbands. The reaction to the impact

that media have on retention is deemed minimal, although (3,1c member of the CRT

felt that media reports on the loss of benefits impact negatively on retention

efforts. Most of the members of the_CRT'reel that the Career Counseling Manual

and policies are important factors to their retention program.

Job satisfaction, whfch includes.career growth, wOrt:lug environmentand working

relationships, are rated most important as stimulating 'an Interest in the Navy

as a career. There is alsp an awareness that Navy wives are often uninformed

as to their family benefits and spouses' career opportunities.
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Of those CRT members of Organization B interviewed, the XO has six months it

his ,.ssignment, the,depertment officer four months, the MCPOC nineteen months,

and the CCC one month. The CCC is the only CRT member who attended a CIAC

school and that was for three weeks in the Spring of 1974.

No group interview sessions which directly pertain 'to career counseling are

conducted pt this unit. Most caree counseling activities are conducted pri-

vately, one-on.-one by the CCC. (All CRT members indicate that the team actively

assists unit personnel soUre career counseling. related personal and comman(I

problems). Of the two slide kesentations available to the unit the +18 waS

used twice over the Last six months, while the -10 presentation was not used.

Retention efforts are mainly assessed through direct feedback from the unit

personnel, perceptions of intent by the XO, the monthly reports, 1080 intervieW

schedule, and the number of individual interviews conducted.. The CREO Lists

although rated helpful for the retention of first termers do not appear to be

generally used. BuPe-_-s Manpower Foreca3ting is not used at all. Navy reten-

tion materials are handed out by the CCC during interviews, posted; distributed

at branch presentations, and listed in the POD. Opinions regarding the reten-
\

tion value of the Navy Times is neutral at best. Although the XO feels that

well done advertisements inche media have allowed sailors to be accepted as

men in ,the community, none of the CRT thinks that the r n-Navy media have much

H impact -)11 retent1on.,,The Career Counseling Manual is rated as an important .

'aid to the retention program and local. Navy policies, BuPers Instructions and

.SecNav Instructions 'are deemed critical to the program. Most indicated that

Careergrams were not used at all.

Except or the XO, who.indicated he divides his retention effort.time equally

between first-tcrm and A:areer personnel, the primaxy CRT effort is toward

influencing first-term peisona:=1 to reenlist. Although all CRT members get

involved in direct1:: connseling personnel, the primary-responsibility for this

activity lies with the CCC who spends ar.proXimate1y'60% of his duty rime

E-4
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actively counseling personnoi. The responsibility of ensurinK (hat unit per-

sonnel submit their Duty Prtference Forms is delegated to the CCC. This is

often done aS part of the onL-on-one interview pr.)cess. ia hors lio are not

recommended for reenlistment are interviewed upward through the .chain-oi-command,

where they are advised of the reasons or problems which preclude them from

being recommended for reenlis tment.

Most 'CRT nembers feel that job satisfaction and its cone.mtmilants--challenging

work with a future, recognition'for outstanding performance-- re important

inducements to,a Navy career.. The X0 emPhatically feels that Lf t'llLA can be

accomplished, money is not thit importait as an attractor. The MCPOC feels

that early retirement is an alditional attraction, hiio !-.he department officer

,

states,thatf"where a man is s ationed Is as important as what his job is.7

Educational opportunities were also seen as a retention inducement--the lack of

such opportunities clouding reteniiion efforts.

E -5
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PROFILE C

The CRT personnel ot! Vganization C who wel.o interviewed, include the X0, a

department officer, the CCC and a collateral duty, departMent career counselor,

all of whom have been at their present z-.ssignments for 13 months or les,s. The

collateral.duty career counselor attended a four-week CIAC school. The CCC,

although not completi ig the CIAC school, attended several one- and two-week
t'

career counseling eotse.; at various Navy bases, then "worked six months in a

,slot . . . applied Co"- . . and got my NEC."

It does not-appear that tlie CO, X0 and other,offic.ers are direetly involved
\

with.the program other' than providinsupport and visibility. Because this is
\

zzli1.1 unit, the CQC has lany.collateral duties which he feels hampers his

effectiveness and lessens his credibility. This viewpbint is,shared by the

department career counselor\s who wor,k the program ont their own time and ns a

loW priority. The duality 0 roles (counselor and pine manager) is recognized

by both'the CRT and crew as Oft.m being in conflictfl the goals of the Career

Counseling Program, Excer4 for the CCC,'the CRT-spnds most of their counseling

time (75-80%)addressing first-term personnel as opPosed to career personnel.

The. CCC gives.equal time depending upon the need, while the department career

counselor feels that most career types bypass collateral duty career counselors

and go dirctly to.the cOmmand career counselor or:personnel office.

There are no .group interviews or counseling sessions conducted'during which the

+18 or -10 slide presentations are shown. :The only "group" activities are the

I Division orientations during which somecareer growth and educational programs

are addressed by the CCC. These are conducted monthly. The reasons given for

not using the slide presentations an,more greup activities are lack of space

and facilities, and scheduling.probleMs Which cause conflict with operational

requirements wheR segments of the creW,are away from their operational duties.

The CCC has conducted two group counseling sesFions within the last 3ix months

for the purpose of providiag advice and\.couaseling in filling out the Duty
1

Preference Forms.
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There appears to he a g-eat deal of emphasis placed by the CRT on the proper

filling out, submission and subsequent follow-through ot Duty Preference Forms.
,

For example the tickler file containing the personnells records indicate when

each sailor is coming.up for transfer, pre-sepatation or extension. Prior LO

this oCcurring, the CCC provides each saiAor with career intormation, helps fill

out the card, inoniters IL through the sysLem, and, 4epending On the situation,

ha zhe individual contact his detailer. if more pressure is required, the

CCC, an officer, or the X0 contacts the detailer. Alt forms go through the

comriland career'counselor for coding, thus speeding up the process.

\
k

! .

Succ..essful retentWn efforts aro gauged through the shipover figures. These

statistics are maintained and hard copied in the form of monthly reports40 the

CO and the quarterly leports which show first-termer eligibility and the. number

who reenlist. Only the department officer finds the CREO List helpful in

applying for 'SCORE. None of the 'CRT use the RuPers Manpower Forecast data

to intluence their rotontion efforts.

Navy retention materials aro distributed n several ways. The NO relies heavily

'on the POD as a form of communication'alert,for cateer and retention related

information to get .o the crew. Nest hand-outs and brochures are directrN, dis-

tribu\ed by the.CCC to the approli..-taLe individuais. usually during one-on-one

interviews. The of'icers of the CRT Iee. junior per*Ionnel prefer All_liands Lo

the Navy Times data source; th2relore, No:Ly Timehas little impact on

retention. However, the CCC and 11,.s collateral fluty counterpart focl the

Navy Times is hQneficinl an'd has a heavy impact on retention because of its

emphasis on benefits: prometi.ons, rate changes, and other aspects ot. t,Ltlik/

Only the CCC te.t that HCAI news media give iri'g. cover.we h) i

genernl, hut also !cit. that thyse medin have littlr: ol.lict on qontioH. Mo!:1

/ agrc- tIvit luPers Instructions and lot;al Navy policieA aye critical to tho

success of their retention program. SecNdv and Fleet. InStrnotions'are also

deemed 'important as is tho Career Couaseling Uro(ares, slide shows,

and decals are deemed of minor importance and ineffective although slide shows

and f.ilms do cause people Lo ask questions and therefore stimulate an inLcruSL

in,some ot the NAVy career 1.enefits..

E -7
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d

,

Both the NO.and depgrtmen officer agree that the work environm'ent and liring

11;onditions, wpere personne\are-usef.ul and happy, are most imporeant in attract

ing sailors"to a Navv career_ The CCC adds career growth and job security to

thelist, w hile the dellartment career counselor thinks travel and variety in

woek are positive facors, but "for young,EMs,vit's the money." The CRT-per:

calves family and-for wives counseling as outside of,their -counseling or CRT

c-harter and only immediately prfor o deployment aee family feedback'seSsions

scheduled.., The CCC feels that the wife often influences whether a sailocetays

in ox 1;er9 out of the Navy.
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The members of Organization D's CRT that were interviewed are relatively new to //

their job/unit'. The XO has been aboard for only 9 months functioning in his

assigned slot, and--'all other members have less time. The CCC has been with_the

command for dpproximately five years; however, he is the neweSt member of the
,

GRT,,functioning in hig slOt for only four months..

The only, group interviews that are conducted by unit personnel are the I Divi-
.

sion orientations. During these sessions, wbi.ch-are conducted monthly accor-

'ding to the CCC, there is little'emphasis placed upon retention; however, the
.-

role and function of the career counsebor is pointed out and the CCC actively

participates as a presentor. The.+18 and -10 Group Intervtews are conducted- by

.

the staff of the TWOM CIAC on a monthly basis at a Naval Station facility.

These group,interviews, which,..zromply with the scripts/slides, appear to be well

receiVed by the.attendees and the CRT generally-feels that this method is work-.

able, that it provides up-to-date informatiOn in a'professionel manner and in

a.comfontable environment, and relieves the .Unit of some conduct responsioility.

A pqtential problem, which is recognized by the CRT, is the' lack of a'tie-in

of the 'follow-up retention activities after these group interviews are.conduc-

ted.

c

The CREO LIst.i,mpacts on the unit retention efforts when there is an inconsis-
,

tency between unit needs.and the; D* and E* list. Limited entry and slower

advancement were suggested as a'possible solution. The retention of women

sail-o-S was suggested as negatively impacted by the CREO,list. The BuPers

Manpower Forecasting data could also affect the retention-program when rigid.

interpretation by the detaile-r precluded an individual from transferring or

- stqying in a particular unit or geographical location.

*The twey.groups of ratings which are overmanned,Navywide and must be reduced;

therefore, many are-not allowed to reentist in these ratings.

, .9
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:The Plan o the Day (POD) is the primary source fo:r alerting personnel to the

'availability of natention material mith the CCC acting as the conduit for these

materials. Generally the CRT feels that the Navy Times has a. minimal but posi- .

tive impact on retention'in that, according to the MCPOC "it helps in the area

of job security because it compares civilian life and fringe benefit's to the

'Navy's in a positive light.." In general, they afe neutral regarding non-Navy

media and its impact on retention.

The consensus of the CRT is that local Navy policies, the Career Counseling

Manual, and LiuPers Instructions v'e critical to the success of the Navy's feten-
;,-,

tion program. The multi-media material is not used excepk for occasional -films.

There does not seem to be a purposeful manwer in which the personnel . submit

their Duty Preference Forms. The exiL,tence and use of the forms are presented

duripg I Division briefings'and occasionally a."15-1urb" is put in.the POD, but

for the most part individual initiative is required.and the procedures passively

followed by the CRT.

The time spent and allocated- by CRT members co counseling personnel varies,

with the CCC approximating 75%; the XO, 302, to the MCPOC, "it's an ongoing

thing." All indicated that they spend no time counseling spouses or family

members of enlisted personnel. All CRT meMbers use or are aware of proper

interpersona-1 interaction an1 counseling techniques such as establishing .pri-

vacy, trust, rapport, empa,thy, etc. They also, except for the division career'

counselor-who normally dpesn't.conduct individual interviews, appear to give

,adequate preparation tondividual interviews. There appears to betno set pro-

. .

cedure as to how sailors who are not recommended for reenlistent 71re notified.

When asked the question, the responses ranged from "the divi on off i c'e r Oyes

it and he tells Why," to "don't know, but the skipper should do it," and "his

immediate supervisor waits till th(: Last minute and then everyone else explains

' why,"
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As might be expected, the CRT-had diN.!erse views regarding the factors that

stimulate the Navy as a career,where the retention emphasis should

effectiveness of the 2ounseling schocls and other'insights into Navy life,

whichmight affect retention. Job satisfaction with all of its subsets such

aS money, working-envirOnment,,fringe benefits, and security were reasons given

for high retention. These attending the CIAC schools felt the were "very .

good," "highly effective,"/and-"outstandi,ng" 4th the onlyproblem being that

they were.too short to absorb ail the material, The greatest-dctriment to job

satiSfaction was verbalized bv several CRT members as poor living conditions

lie, the

for unmarried enlisted personnel.

Thereappear to be communication gaps between, the junior enli-sted and middle

management personnel. does not appear tod6e a feelingof'mutnl-rrust

between the first-termers and middle management. .juniar..enliSted.personnet do

notsee.mtorelateto./eCRT as either coun:ielors or career information

resources.
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PROFILE E

All of the CRT members of Organization E interviewed have been on assignment

for 7 months or.less making this a relatively new. team.

None of the CRT appears to get direct:Ly involved in presenting group interviews

or, group counsel lug session's. 'The officer memberri of the CRT, however, conduct

private ceunseling sessions whiCh they perceive retention-related with their

assigned personnel. The CO and X0 to not appeadO conduct private counseling.
4

. .

on CRT activities, although they felt to be suppot,-41ve in solving personal or

command problems which Thpact on career growth of personnel and retention,

Only the MCPOC has attended a CIAC school.

The +18 and -10 group presentations are notconducted as a grouP nor with the

slide package.. There appears to be a resistance to,scheduling ot additional

meetings at the expense of operational requirementS. Therealso appears-to be'

a degree of comfort involved, in repting_this nformation on an individual

basis. Based upon inputs from the:CO, ko and ,CC, there does appear td he a

concerted effort te spend the majority of the4ounseling and interview time

(over 85%) addressing first-terMenlisted pers6nnel'as opposed tb career per-

sonnel:

The success of the unit's retention efforts are monitored in several ways;

e.g., via the number of walk=ins and their reactions, the briefs received from

,the career counselor, and the squadeOn report- Retention ekforts sepm only

slightly impacted by the,CREO Lists-..-"only one

b2cause he couldn't change bis rate. .

Manpower Forecasting data

tbe CRT. In fact, it

was not a

. since

factor .and

appeared th4 most wc4e not awara. of

individual decided to get out

it was critical." Wets'

was not used by any member

/
CRT Members felt that local N.avy policiesare most critical to Lheir retention

efforts because they affect the tndlvidual. Since they often address appearance

and"dress regulattons,'they
frequently impact negatively on retention efforts

because they appear to be arbierary an,: are viewed as a form of, harassment by

mot.vt personnel including the officer's and senior POs who must enforce.these

of

its existence. All

E-12
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policie§. 'Most felt the Career Counseling Manual was of critical iMportance

te the CRT program. Decals and posters go unnoticed and are viewed as

having little impact on retenCion. Slide shows and films are,deemed moderately

important to the success of the program when shown by an individual who

thorolighly understands the program and can thus answer questions. Most of the

reb,ntion material is addressed or distributed vir the POD, bulletin boards
\

and, when necessary, packages are prepared and hand-delivered to the proper

personnel by the career 'counselors.

The Lavy Times has some impatt on the -.Navy's retention efforts according to

most Members of the CRT, and is.used as a source of careel:-oriented information

by the MCPOC. Presentation methodology, however, is felt to.detract fLoM. its

accuracy and thus prevents.most.first-tetm personnel from properly assimila'.ing

the information. The publication All Hands was deemed'an accurate source of

information, especially the question and answer section.

It appears that very little time is Si)ent in enseling enlisted personnel on

'their career potential prcare-ey growth. When cdunseling is warranted, the

concentration seems to be toward first-term personnel. There are few attempts

to counsel ttle families or wives of enlisted personnel. However the CO and XO

make themselves available and hav_e addressed wives when inVited by wives'

clbbs/organizations.

AA

,The CRT members who provide the counseling-understand and attempt to ,adhere to

the mechanics of preparing .for . an interview and counseling session, That is,

they review the service jackets to determine academic backgrounds, aptitudes
...

and eligibility, then attempt to individualjze and to personalize the session
,

A sailor who has not been recommended for neenlistment is notified Via'n CRT
,

effort utilizing the chain-of-command. For', example, the sailor wohld have- been
_

made aware of his status by his immediate supervisor, and through 41i8 depart-

.
ment officer, division officer and-CO, additional-counseling would have occurred

-
if therewere questions, just like a request: The CCC's role in this activity

,

is apparently passive, and'he does not get directly involved in the communica-
,7

tier.' between the individual or the chain-of-command except to sometimes. bridge

.
\the gap betWeen the individual and Che Personnel Officer.

E -1'3
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There appears tO'be a gre,at deal of dissatisfaction by the unit enlisted 2er-

sOnnel regarding' felt breaching of promises or commitments made by the Navy.

Much of this cent rs around A schools and other educationally-oriented programs

for which individ als claim they Ire told.that they are either.not qualified or

. that the schools 4.6 full. These promises (often attributed to recruiters) and

the subsequent,handling of requests appear to be a major sourae of concern to

'first-termers. The manner in which these activities are handled are often-seen

as arbitrary along with'-other Rolicy gdides wlqch appear ..to.curt41 the sailors'

individuality. ,Job satisfaction is often discussed as the most imiNrtant

..Anducement to A .Navy career according to the CRT. Job satisfaction per-

ceived by first-term sailors, is a dichotomous situation between themselves who

are frustrated in their career goals and career-oriented personnei, who are

'complacent in theirs. Few of the first-term, potential careerists, perceive

tne CCC as being empathetic to their career needs.
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PROFILE F

The three CRT menroers of Organization F who were interviewed have been aC their

assignments at: least a year; the XO for 13 months; the MCPOC, 28 months; zrIci

. 'the CCC, 20 months. The CCC is the Only unit member to have attended a CIAC.-

The consensus of these personnel is that the CO and XO neither conduct nor
,

attend gfatlinterview sessi6ns. The XO, however, frequently'interacts witli

the unit personnel during which he addresses career growth poSsibilities,and

personal pro-b-lem-S in a one-on-one counseling enVironment. The MCPOC is simi-

larly involved in these types-of actdvities, but much less often. Except for.

the I Division get-on-board activities which include group counseling and group

interview'sessions during which seme,career counseling activities are addressed,

all other career counseling activities are conducted on a one-on-one basis.

Group sessions ate not scheduled due to the heavy operational lOad of the unit

and the fact'that'they have been deployed a0proimately 16 of the last 4o,

Months.

The multimedia slide presentations (+18 and -10) -are not used beCause a slide

projector is not available to, the CCC. While the CCC professes-no bias-against.
/

the multimedia,material "hearsay from other careec counselors (says) they're

bad because_of theix lack of reanty." One suggestion was that.a slide pre-

sentation would be more useful if accompanied by.a sound traCk.

The CCC uses reenlistment statistics to monitor the''success of retentict efforts,

.
.

and also "what I .see and what E.get From the division career counselors." While
,

,

a tickler system does not currently exist -the CCC is 'st Tting to, put it

?together:" 'In his. retention efforts, he feels that the 'REO Lists and BuPers

ianpower.Forecasting data have'nO impact, but when the ,dREO List can provid
,

\

data pertitent to the.SCORE program it is deemed helpful. .Although the CCC

feels the-SCORE program is one which aids retention,4'iwhen a man,reenlists

through the SCORE.program the sChool gets the credit" (statistically) and not

the unit or the career counselor from where the reenlistee origi-nated. Navy'

retention Material is handed out only by the.CCC. during his one-onTone inLer-

.

/views, beca,se posting them or leaving .them available at duty or mess stations

: is ineffective.
'A
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If people only raad the headli--nes the liazy Times could be harmful for retention.

Basically, dependiN what -t publishes, the Navy Times can be of poS-itive

or negative influence. The CCC and,MCP0C agree that non-Navy media are influ--

ential on retention races based on their coverage of service related news.

The consensus of the co is that decals, posters, and Chinfograms are minimally

important as retention aids. Although the MCPOC includes films and slide shows

tn'this category, the 0 feels that.slide shows are a cost-effective way of

communicating
i

the program to a large number of personnel. Most CRT members
/

.
.

feel'that local Navy 01 cles _and the Career Counseling Manual are critical to
..

.

the success Of the pro--mP-nd that BuPers, SecNav and Fleet i!Istructions are

, important to the sucesa of the program although in many cases the CCC feels

that these instructiOn5.0ften havc. too mnch emphasis placed on. paper work..

,

.
.

.

,
As much as 80 to 90% of counseling time is devoted.to first7termers. Approxi-

,

mately half of,the cccIs duty time is spent in counseling. Wives are not

gro tion activities scheduled to include them;counseled, nor are 0c, pres,enta

however, "they are invited on board by the CO to attend their husband's reen-

listment ceremcay.,1 Th.e CCC d,Loes not appear to get involved in the direct

mechanics 4f the raen1is
tment process. If'a sailor,is not recommended for

/
ed

. ,

'reenlistment, he is
no

cifi within the chain-of-couband andt.his..is always

accompanied bY "conyer5ations

aonn.el Officer. -

from either the CO, XO, department head of per

The CRT feels that Nayy career: ifiterest is stimulated by the success of job

operations, job 53ecuritY 'benefits, and pay. More specifeically, according to.

the CCC "tor career types it's job security, family benefits; and things like.

,
.. .

.

,

,

that," while' "fo r fir5t r-,terme- it's money, the SRB and STAR." Factors that
.

.

hinder reenlistment this unit are "poor living conditions, too much pressure

peccion Program and i:oor, working conditions." Conflicts
frOm a vigorous ins

.regarding job satisfaction
'
work environment, and living conditions are made

known to the CO through the xo who is'"usually aware of Moat things."
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PROFILE G

The XO, division officer and department officer of Organization G whO were .

interviewed'have been aboard longer than 13 months, With the.X0 having over

three yearS. The CCC had been on board for two months and all of his initial

energies are being expended in getting the Career Counseling Reports updated.,

The CRT'revolves arouncLthe XO who takes an extremely active role in all of the-

Unit's retention activitieS and ii7E6g-nizant of all aspects of the retention

programs, enlisted career/fringe benefits, and the CRT concept. The X0 expects

the division otficers and senior enlisted to also take an active role io career

.growth for their assigned personnel, The XO feels that the CCC should functiOn

primarily as a data source .o.nd,.depending upon the skills of the individual Oc,

conduct group interviews and provide counseling only if capable of doing so and

not in :lieu of the middle managers-accomplishing Ihese activtties. The XO

(Who also functions as the Personhel Officer). and the department/division offi-

cers feel that-the primary reSponsibility cf career growth and r.etention of

their personnel should be with them and the':.r LPOs and CP0s. Sending a sailor

to the-career counselor when-he has a question i_mplies lack of interest-bY'the

line.-The career counselor is 7iewed as su?Port in retention efforts. during:.

Captain's Call which occurs,once or twice a mohtla enlisted care4r opportuni- \

tieS-And retention Items are scheduled and addressed.

ACcording to the XO the 1!canned type" groUp interviews (+18 and -10 presenta7

-"tions) are not conducted at their command. Tae XO himself doesn't-COnduct'

interviews per se; however, he doe's cond,uct spcintaneous upright int'erviews

where he keeps up'ta date regarding the status of key enlisted personnel. He

further sCates.that he accelerates the ".retention activities at: the four month

level and tries to get them to Le-up three monthS early to pick up constructive
V

time," and he encoUrages the other officers to do tlYe:..s,pme. The CCC has "randmil,,

infprmal, unstructured group and individual intervievth" t4ith'the

developed'from the persons involved, the situation, or questions-raised by the .

group.
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The retention indicators which tell the CRT the effectiveness of their retent

tion efforts come from cibservations" and the fleet retention f_igures, and

conscious.competitive comparisons appear to be made' with.other units. If an

eligible sailor does not reenlist, his division officer must explain in detail

to. the XO the reasorCfor the "no," The emphasis on the cOmmand's,retention

effort appears to be i,eared toward first-termers-, because accoliing to the CCC,

"the needs of career personnel are not as great."

The. X0 uses the CREO List as an additional data- source to guide career-minded

personnel as to their chances ol obtaining certain schools and rates. The CRT

members do not use it or are unf,..mlfiar with it. TheBuPers Manpower Fore-

'casting sheet is viewed'by the, department officer...as having "a negative effect.

on Some . . . they.see closed rates" . act's:asa turn-off because there are.

"not .many chang.?evers from overmanned to-undermanned"'ratings. The'XO doe.5'n't I

believe the data Contained on the forecasting sheets "regularly gets down to

the unit level."

Navy retention material is provided to enlisted, personnel primarily through

personal contact of the CCC or MCPOC. The.buiietin board is used but isn't

deemed effective. The department officer feets that Navy media such as

All Hands, the base newspaper, and-Navy Times have a positive impact and that

it "increases awareness-of the new prograMs, and career opportunities:" The.

XO agrees that All Hands is good but has-"mixedfeelings abobt the Navy Times."

As for nOrL-Navy.media, the CRT views:them as frequently:having, a negative
_

effect because they deal with serisationalization and .rarely present the good

programs. However, the department officer feel that in spite.of tAis, "Navy

people are quite knowledgeable'. . . and'are skeptical of these Navy-relatede

stories . .
and it causes Navy Peciple t6, unite in the face of adversity."

The consensus of the CRT is that 6uch retention aids and materials as local

Navy poli,ies, BuPers InstructionS, and che Career Counseling Manual are'very

-lmportant, effective and critical to the success'of the program. Films, slide

shows, decals, are deemed as having minimal importance or effectiveness to the

retention program, especially those.that lo not depict the situation realisti-

cally but instead in a non-work setting.

E -18
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The effectiveness of the ClAC Schools was roted very high by the CCC and the XO.

The coosensu's is that most of the curricula and delivery system techniques are

"geared to the larger ships and shore units that have complete facilities."

The command does not use the4-18 or -10 group presentations nor other alternate

group presentations but relies on individual interviews to disseminate careee

data and stimulate career growth interest.

. -

.The CCC is a collateral dtity type and according to th? XO who recognizes a

potential Conflict, .
"priority goes to operationiA requirethe.its." Family

.counseting or briefings a:re rarely conducted, only in an emergency, and then

are done by the CO or XO. When preparing for deployment, this activity Wcren-

ses via "announcements and messages home to the wives.'

Service records are perused prior to each individual' interview and olier aCci-

vities are .accomplished to ensure a relaxed atmosphere.for tii interviws. The

responsibility for the EPs filling out and the monitoring Of the Duty Preference.

Forms falls heavily upon tbe department and division officers with the im

Ye

tus

Ld/
coming froth the XO. This s ienrtsat I Division orntation and is pe ' ka icallyy

\

monitored by the XO, who often 'personally calls the detailers for the EPs. He

feels that "the card alone do sn t handle it . . . a push from the XO and career

counselor is what helps affect rete tion."

ft
\

.

-.

The consensus of the CRT waS tl at/job satisfaction was the factor thatthiost

\-i.stimulates an interest in the N liy.. Some insig-nts into Navy lifethat are

0.-deemed- dissasfiers'are -"livin conditions and lack of privacy".-. . and the

/
fact that they "put in m6re houis than civilians on comparable jobs." Other

pertinent dissatisfiers are sub-standard working conditions, and the uncer-

tainty of the work and deployment schedule and impact on-families.
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PROFILE H

Of the four CRT members of Organization H who were_ interviewed, the X0 haE been

in his assigned slot for 15 months, the CO for 10 months, the division officer

(Personnel) 5 months, and the CCC 10 months Although the CCC has been at the

.unit for a total. of 18 months, he has been functioning in his job only 10

mont'is. He has attended the CIAC school.where he completed the.three week

course during the summet of 1975. He felt.this school was "outstanding in pro-

viding theory and career related material and resources,". but felt that "an

additional thtee or four days experience or operating as acounselor, espeCially

on things like'how to start a new program," would have added,to.his deriVed

school knowledge.

' Only the CCC gets involved with conducting group interview-sessions. The CO,

X0, and division officer often provide'one-on-one counseling to sUpport the

career growth of'sailors and for other retention-related activities. Upon

invitation, the CO and X0 provide counseling to the_wives of unit personnel.

This is often effected through the wives of the CO mid XO, who have set up an

informal communication link with the unit's Ombudsman. These rlmmunication

activid_es occur mote often hen the unit is dePloyed. The CCC never counsels

A .

or briefs wives.

While most contact with the sailors is conducted on an individual basis-by the

CRT, the X0 and CCC indicate that the +18 slide presentations.have been .ald

three times during the last six months. Follow-up to these sessions is, accor-

,ding to the CCC, in the form of his researching an finding answers and Solu-

tions to the questions that are raised. The CCC also states that he receives

"full cooperation . . . all the Way up" in scheduling these meetings. The

unit's -10 slides were unavailable. Depending Upon what CRT member provides'

the information, from 80 to 90 percent of their counseling and interviewing

time is directed toward Tirst-termers.
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There are several ways in which the CRT assess their retention efforts. The

monthly statUs and quarLeriy reports, with inputs from the CCC and personnel

ofkice are often-referred to by the CO and X0:- In addition, they contact each

sailor L:p for reenlistment to ascertain his thoughts, attitudes, and feelings.

The officer members ot7 the CRT feel thlt this personalized counseling process

has-helped individuals'in their decision process. Direct cont,ict between the

CRT is on an on-going.tnsis during which they discuss the'resulCs so that the

XO's basic concern is(that "I'm assured that everything has been done."

In his retention efforts the CCC uses the CREO List as,an aid and a data source

for potential reenlistments. _The CO views it ag often being a rigid document

-which, if Literally_nt,:.rpreted,.causes reenlistment problems-ihindividual_

'cases such as "a BT* Who wanted the (other) coast ..was.,willing to pay his

own way" hut the' (this) coast was .extremely short of BTs:'And.BnPers said "NO".

The KG doesn't use it because hetries. to get everybodY to reenlist irrespec-
.

tive of the CREO List. The BuPers Manpower. Forecast,ingjmpact ranges-from

"none_to "not much" to "First-termers'Would be more e-0,ricerned with those data
= ,

than career personnel.'

The POD is the main-source for dissemihating Navy retetiIIOn ahd career informa-

tion. The department officer vihok'is functioning as the unit's personnel offi-

cer, states thatmost of the handouts are directly distributed by the -CtC and

the collateral duty career, counselors and that there is Eio great push in the
,

command for pot*ters and other slicks. He feels that the.best way to-disseminate

career information is.through. direct contact and encouraging personnel to visit

Ehe CCC. While (the Navy Times' impact on retention is t:ated "very good" by the

CO, the-other CRT memhers feel that 1.E has a negative eff-ct. Comments include

"it shows the benefits eroding," "enlisted persbnnel are vLry aware of the

current flaps and2it ihfluences their decision to reenlist," and "lt. reidly

hurt in the last eight months" alluding to proposed benefit .cUts. Only the CCC
0

-*Boiler Technic.i'ah
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_feekar-fhat the local news media "prbbably" have a good effect, while the CO,

XO., and department officer agree that they "portray'a negative image of the

military." The CO,, XO, and CCG feel that Bupers Instructions and local Navy

policies are.very'importan.t to the success of the progrAm. Other instructions

suth as SecNav and Fleet are of somewhat less importance'excep: as viewed by

-
the CO. _Posters, decals, films, slide shows, and Chinfograms are tated not

important Or having minor importance to the program.

Navy personnel not necommended for reenlistment are usually formally notified

bY.the XO. In preparing for UdividUal interviews or.counseling sessions, -,the

CRT members attempt to create an effective environment, maintain a relaxed
. .

atmosphere by persoo..Ilizingthe interaction, and "establishing an equal.leveI

of ,communication" Prior to.- the interview it was indicated thai the sailor's

service record is thoroughly:reviewed and inpui,s frotThis. LPO are solicited.

The CO rates job s'atisfaction most important in stimulating career interest in

the Navy. It "starts withhim feeling he has earned his money." The XO

j.

'cludes travel and job diversity, while'the department officer emphasizes per=

sonal relations, "letting them know y.::u 'care." Both...the department officer and

CCC 'feel schooling is also an importan.t factor. The Ca finds enlisted personnel

compete benefits in different assignments and the XO is aware of conflicts
.

between what sailors are told and what really happens. These inconsistencies ,

cause discontent and detract from reenlistment. The department officer notes

the difficulty in adjusting between sea and-shore duty, while the'CCC believes

there are "problems in perspective" in following certain regulations such as

haircuts and clothing.
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PROFILE I

Only three.CRT members were interviewed at Organization I. None of the offi-!

cers were available. The MCPOC and ,CCC have served in their assignments at

this unit fer 18 months each, The:other CRT member interviewed, a division- LPO

,(E-7) .has served for .8'Months. .7.A/11 interviewees have attended a CIAC school

'with the MCPOC and CCC attendialespectively, i "course .in September !97l"

and the "three-week course at. (loCation) in January 1975." The ,LPO attended a

one.7week.cOUrse at (16-6ation) in 1971; All rated these schools very highlY

with words such as "totally enlightening," "very informative," "m6st usLquI

becaur,;e it provided the best instructors and current information," "provided

practical experience in counseling techniques."' The Only criticism according

to the division LPO, was that the "course was too short."

The CCC appears to be active in all levels of career counseling, conducting

bOth grObp and individual interviews, occasionally counseling or presenting .

briefings to Nevy wives, and, in general, assisting the command in solvieg'per-

-sonal and career related problems Of /he crew.

White there are some.difficulties in scheduling group interviews because of,

work schedules zind :alit: of space, the C,QC frequently holds various types Of

group meetings. For ample, during the last six months\ he indicated that the

-10 and .+18 group presentations were conducted app"roximately once a month. The

slide packages are not used during these presentations because, according to

' the MCPOC they have difficulty obtaining- them and there is no space or facility

.to adequately show:them. After all of the group presentations, which are

viewed by the CGC as a place where thoughts are germinated towdrd the idea of

the Navy, as a career, all personnel are encouraged to speak to the CCC through

his open door policy.

Unit and fleet statistics on reenlistment,are monitoredby the CO, X0 and CRT

members. It is Elie functi6n of the CCC to keep note of ;ill Lhi uniL persdniwi

-and provide the statistical data for this activity. The CREO List

. to the ftC and MCP0C-1;'ecause the GUARD 1.4_, program is availaide to

E-23
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unit and thisavailabildity of A and B group's makns the retention activity

easier. The BuPers Manpower Forecasting data is generally,ignored because it

,

is believed to have little or no applicability to .the Unit retention program.

Navy retention material is distributed in='-various ways--the POD, bulletin

boards, at quarters and at interviews. Retention efforts are not-aided by che

Navy Tithes which, although inormative, uses "sensationalism to.bannerpossible

loss of benefit,." :Generally all feel that bOth Navy and non-Navy media impact

very little on retention. BuPers Instructions and the Career Counselini Manual

are rated critical to the success of the CRT program. POsters, decals and some

glos'sy handouts are of no importance, according to the interviewees.

Most counseling time is -devoted to first-term personnel (approximately\70%).

Counseling, for the CCC and LPO is opta continual Unsis, and takes up approxq-

mately 20Z of the time for the MCPOC. Only the CCC counsels wives and this,

rarely. His main contact with wives is through the written material he gives

their husbands. Individuals are rareiy hot recommended fot reenlistment, hut

when this.happ,.:, they are seen by the CO and he is the one who explains the-

reasons. The ,,4:1-members induce a relaxed interview atmoSphere by keeping it

personal, low keyed and being nondirective in their questioning. They'review '

serviCe recordS 'carefully.before conductihg an interview.

Job:satisfactiOn, through Challenge andrewards is seen as the greatest induce-
,

ment for a Navy career. Overcrowded living quarters is rated as.the :',1ajor

-drawback in this unit. All problems are related to the XO by the MCPOC who

feels there is an open communication system; the LPO, unaware of this channel,

feels there is "no such mechanism available at t'is command.P
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PROFILE J

_.7

All CRT members of Organization J-who were interviewed have been on assignment

one year or less;'the XO for 12 months, the CCC and a divisiOn officer for 11

months and a.division career counselor 9 months. Noneof those interViewed

attended a CIAC School although the CCC. weat to a three-,day course sponsored

by the TYCOM.

All:indicated some degree of activity in conducting group and private interview

sessiOns and assisting in solving personal.and .command problems a's they &late

to career counseling. All indicated "never" .mith one "rarely" when asked if

'they ever coupseled or briefed the families, or wivesof the unit .personnel..

Group meetings are conducted'"monthly" according to the CCC where the +18)and/lor

sSide piesentations are.used; "never" according to t e division career

counselor; "every two weeks" according to the XO during/whichslide presenta-i

tions and films are shown; and the division officer didn't know when or if

group sessiOns were conducted.

Retention efforts of .the CRT are evaluated m4nly by the CCC who provides S A-
o

tistical data for the monthly report. He also notes and records for his own

use, during one-on-one interviews the reasons for leaving. The XO does notl

\
feel the CREO affects his retention efforts and the division CC states '"it /does

not hurt" his retention efforts. The CCC states it is good because it "solves

some of the retention problems before the command gets the problem:" The 1ivi.7

sion officer uses the list as an aid to "keep familiar with the situation!'

during interviews and thereby provide the best advice to enlisted personn41 who

are career motivated. None use, or appear to like the,BuPers Manpower Fokecast

data which:they tend.to feel might be harmful to their retention effort's./ The

consensus is that when the forecasts are unfavorable for a particular rate.hiS
)

is discounted because the data may be old, unreliable, or subject tè haPge;

and their perception oE the situation is different.
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Retention materials are disseminated and diStributed via bulletin boards, 'in

the POD, in quarters and during individual interviews. Reaction to the effect

of the Navy Times on retentiOn ranges.from negative to neutral. Non-Navy media

are seen to.also have a negatiVe impact on retention When unsubstantiated

opinions are .stated.as facts, Materials that benefit the unit's retention pro-

gram are brochures, loCal Navy policies, BuPers instructors, SecNav Instruc-

tions .and the Career Counseling Manuai.

.Most counseling is directed toward first-termers by the division officer and

'CCC. The division career counselor however, makes no distinction in his time

between first-termers and career personnel..: Actual time spent in interviews'

varies. from 5.7. to 30% of the day, with .the CCC spending most of his time in

this Way. Those not recommended reenlistment aro notified by, the officer

they work for--the CCC coilduts pr.eventive counseling" to lower the frequency

of thisoccurring. In creating a good environment pr dnterviews, the- interT

viewers make an efiort to be honest, relgxed.and concerned with the indivi-

dual's-needs.

The CRT consensus is that Navy .career interest is most stimulated by job

.satisf,action, security, fringe benefits and open communication. Dissatisfac7

tionwith the Navy .stems from frequent changing of dress Codes and feeling

of un'fair treatment from superiors.

6
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PROFILE K

None of the three CRT members interviewed at Organization K has been assigned

to his job.for more than 11 -months. The 6CC (at the unit for 11 months)

participates in all aspects pf fhe career retention program as does the MCPOCi.

It appears that all CRT,members at least occasionally participate in conducting

group and/or individual interviews,,counseling or briefing wives and assisting

in solving personal problems of the unitts.personnel. Also, considerable sup-
- .

port is provided by the Career counselors assigned to the.shore station from

which the CCC draws resource support.

According to both the MCp0C and CQC there is. no problem in the command in

schedUling the,rquired group interviews. ,A letter by the XO which "requests

attendance" at these activitieS often ensures
t
good attendance, and is consid

ered ,supportive by the CCC. Neither a Iack of space nor an overly heavy work-

load precludeS he use of group-interviews, according to the MCPOC. The -10,.

and +18 group presentations.are scheduled when required; however, I Division

group counseling sessions are conducted monthly during which career counseling,

educational,benefits and other CRT programs are presented. The CCC and the .

MCPOC,personally follow up the group interview sessions to ensure that unit

personnel's needs are attended.to and often initiate contact* when not approached. '

Retention statistics in reports are not' utilized by the CRT members who. pri-

marily rely on personal observations to assess their retention efforts. The

CCC is confident that "if you 'get people what they want--good ffgurles will
A

result." The.CREO List and BuPerSManPowerFOrecasting data are not viewed as

useful. To thecontrary, they are felt to.often have a negative.effect on
,

retentionrefforts in that good personnel in D pr E can't reenlist althoughii
lesser quality A'or B category individuals can.- The CREO List ag one time was

.usefUl, however, as a tool for jUnior-enlistees who were interested in specific
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rates. The BuPers Manpower Forecasting is looked at negatively because it's a

-"recruiting type" of information which emphasizes the importance of numbers.

Retention materials such as brochures and information papers are distributed

through the usual channels--interviews, personnel office; and the POD. The

Navy Times is deemed a negative impact on retention because it accentuates.

negatives. Howevet, one member of the CRT, while agreeing with this general

assessment, thinks it a necessary and oUtstanding publication for keeping

people informed. This same individual feels that All Hands is a publication

that is good for retention., The CRT feels that non-Navy, media haVe. little

impact on retention; however, they do positively attraCt recruits. For example

television ads.show the glamorous side of the Navy. Comparedto the other ser-

vices, the MCFOC feels that ble Navy gets better treatment than.the Other armed

services from the media. The retention aids or materials that are rated as

most important and most effective.to the unit's retention,program are the

Career .Counseling Manual and.BuPers Instructions.- The CCC includes local Navy

policies in this categalthough.the MCPOC feels that these policies have

minor importance.

There appears to be no spe 1 emphasis or ,i.vision of time allocated'to first-

termers or career personnel. Whoever *needs tO.talk or needs, information gets

au interview with the career1 r.counselo and all personnel when.first assigned
,

to the unit are apparently,interviewed by. the_CCC. The MCPOC and CCC'spend

most.of their retention tiMe 'conducting indiVidual interviews: Group presr-

tations are considered too canned when slide or fila.materials, and the CCC

appears to...prefer to conduct individual sessions to group interviews. Personnel

.

not -recomMended for retention are seen by the MCPOC. He feels that division

chiefs and officers should get-t6 these .personnel earlier: The interview at.--

mosphere:is relaxed, honest, open, and private. The MCPOC and CCC discourage

the hardsell approach and encourage an open, people-oriented, pro-Navy.approach.

In preparation for an interview personnel records are 'reviewed to ensure a

r

thorough7knowledgeof the individual's capabilities and needs. ".1-
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A variety pf factprs are cited as indutements to a Navy career beginning with

job satisfaction and including adventure, security and career growth. The

MCPOC finda- that his interaction with sailors indicates that the Navy has man-

agement,-advancement, liousing and pay/allowance problems. AdVancement goals

of personnel are expressed to .the command through Ihe CCC, and the MCPOC has

access to the CO to channel complaints or potential trouble _areas as they

pertain to retention:
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PROFILE L

Of the five CRT members of Organization L interviewed, only the CO has been on

assignment at Ois unit for less than a year. The others range from )ne year.

by the CCC, to three years for the XO.

Although the CO and XO rarely get involved in counseling personnel regarding

retention, they both get involved in conducting grOnp counseling or briefings

to Navy wives around every deployment cycle, -This.activity, according 0 the

MCPOC, is extremely' beneficial, well received, anti should be a Navy require-

ment. All seem to think that these activities; in'the 'long run, enhance re-

tention efforts.,

The +18 and -10 counseling s'essions are not conducted usiag,the slide packages,

.

because the slides are not available tO the nnit- However, it was indicated

that even if the slide packages were aVailable, they probably would not,,be used

since their validity was questionable. The CCC does conduct +18 lectures but

primarily the +18 and.-10 requirements are done:on a one-on-One basis With the

.
main emphasis on the QUARD program: The scheduling or conducting of any re-

,tention activity which entails a group is almost impossibledbecause of the

operational work load of the inVolved personnel. Howevec, there appears to. be

'a great deal of support and emplalris on the retention program, with special

emphasis on first-termers, throughout the chain7of-command. When the CCC re-

quires work space or time to schedule a retention effort, all he has to do is

tell the XO when, and it's done.

'The department officer evalUateS his retention efforts through reenlistment

statistics, although he does not think they are very useful. The MCPOC monitors

his effOrts informally through knowledge of the individual being interviewed.
/

'.The CO and XO get feedback from the CCC and also review statistics, CREO Lists. .

and puPers Manpower Forecasqng data are believed to have no effect at, best on

retention,efforts. There'is some feeling that they are used to ellmiqate or

to curtail assitoments of long-term ,carder personnel.
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Retention materials are distributed bY the. CCC at group meetings (including

Division) and private interviews, and are posted in' quarters, in tne POD, and

on bulletin boards, by all CRT members. The imp4ct.that the Navy Tithes has on

retention'drew such comments as "it has a big, Positive impacW "it has some

:effect but not too much," "no impact" and "it -has a negative impact because

it provides bad information on new changes." Most of the CRT members feel that

non-Navy media have little impact on retention other than their "publicizing

cuts in the defense programs" There, were some opinions that the news media

tend to present information that impacts on recruitment more than retention.

All seemed to think that the Career Counselling Manual, was either important or

critical to the success of the program. Most think that BuPers'instructions,

SecNav InttTuctions, and Fleet Instructions are critical in importance to the

success of the program. Their effectiveLess, however, would be improved if

it didn'ttake so long "to get used to using them-. . . mott people don't think

about going to the instructions."

All spend most of their counseling time with first-term personnel, except the

MCPOC who distributes his time equally with career-oriented personnel. The

MCPOC estimates he spends 95% of his time counspITN,g and setting an example,

because "all the things a leader does affects retention," and the other '5%

of his time "yelling". All CRT members appear to be aware and to work at

modeling their own behavior as ,leaders and as managers. They are also well-

versed in the techniques and ptinciples of one-on-one interview activities and

appear to practice these techniques when counseling. All enl.sted personnel

are encouraged to.submit their Duty Preference Forms. At least twice a year

the CCC makes a concerted effott to ensure all have sv.bmitted their forms. In

addition, encouragement to do,so is verbally supported downthe chain-of-command,

and reminders in the POD are petiodically published.

The things that stimulate enlisted personnel to seek a Navy career are varied

.accotding to the CRT members but either directly or indirectly, all .stated job
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satisfaction and educational opportunities are the most important factors. Mor,

,specifically, the CCC feels that job security is the prime factor. Some of the

dissatisfiers which, to varying degrees, the CRT members feel, have an impact on

Navy life 'are "living conditions are hard for enlisted," "many feel that they

don't have the authority or enough responsibility in their jobs," and "family

separation influences retention." It-appears that problem areas are channeled

upward through the chain-of-command and efforts are made.to alleviate those

. problems which the urit can conti-ol.
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PROFILE M

Three of the four CRT members interviewed in Organization M have heei on assign-

ment over a year. The CCC, althou0 new to his assignment, has been.on bOard

this unit for 13 moiths functioning in a different capacity.: The CCC has not

attended the fall-..term CIAC school, although he spent one week attending a

TYCOK-sponsored course when he returned from recruiter duty prior 'to his current

tour. In his own view, the XO is active in all phases of career counseling,

',.rom conducting and attending career-related group counseling sessions, con-..

ducting private counseling, to the occasional counseling of wives regarding

Navy procedures and.fringe benefits. Other CRT members interviewed did not

share this percepticn of the XO's involvement.

.

The +18 and -10 slide presentations have noC often peen osed. The new CCC. has

scheduled group slide presentations and has received the. fUll Siipp;_.)rt Of:the...
CO, -), and department/division officers in scheduling these activities:, .Blurbs

. in the POD and "words passed on by Lhe XO during officer's call" alleviate any

scheduling problems, and when the CCC scheduled an activity,-it's implicitly

understood that the XO deems attendance to these activities mandatory and ..chere

fore there is no problem as to lac& of attendance. The.primary group counseling

activity where career counseling activities and educational benefits are acf.=...

dressed is during the I Division time period.

The effectiveness of.the unit's retention effort is monitored in different wayakh

by:the CRT. The XO and MCPOC derive much of their retention-related information

from the CCC via word of mouth and monthly reports which are,broken down as to
oor

first-term or career extensions. The personnel officer uses retention statistics

1
from the force report to compare his unit's averages with .oth r units' averages.

The CREO List is used only by the CCC in.his retention efforts and then it helps

"only a lf..ttle" as an additional data point from which he can derive accurate

infoi.maCion to be used during his counseling efforts. None of the CRT usu the
....).

BuPers Manpower Forecasting data to di7ect their relention or cminseling ;Jctivi-

ties and most are unaware of its eyi6tence.
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The retention aids 'which the CRT deem mOst critical to the success of the 'Navy's

retention program are local Navy policies and the Career Counseling.Manual.

BuPers, SecNav, and Fleet instructions are felt to be equally critical by the

personnel officer, but rank Significantly lower in, importance .by the others.
.

Aids and materials such as decals.and posters .. are considered neither important

nor effective by the CCC, and rank only slightly: higher ih importance by the

other CRT members. The availatility of retention materials such as brochures

and published hand-outs are publicized in the POD and bulletin boards,and are

usually hand distributed by the CCC mostly on a request basis or duiling a one-

on-one interview or counseling'session. The Nav Ti es is considered to have

an impact on retention in that it publishespay, frin , and educational bene-

fits information which can sway an individual either way. it,is.deemed,a highly

credible source of career information br,all CRT memb r . The MCPOC feels that

it has the most impact on "the E-6 pay grade ard ab ye, because it retards re-

tention . . . especially over 20, because it's discou ing to read about the

continual taking away of'our fringe benefits.'! He also feels that dt has less

impact on, the "E-5 level down, because they don't read it that much." None

thought that ahy other non-Navy media had an impact on retention.

The procedures that are 'followed to prepare and then to conduct an individual

interview appear to be conducive to building a rapport and trust factor between

the CCC and interviewee. In fact, most of the enlisteclpersonnel who have con7.

'tact with the CCC provide poSitive words as to his effectiveness and willing-

ness.to help them in their careers and educational pursuits. The procedures

that are followed to establish this environment start with the CCC checking

the service records of the sailor prior to his interview and ensuring that.he

is up-to-date On all of the pertinent career counseling programs that could be

applied to.each individual. When the XO initiates an action to deny a sailor

a recommendation for reenlistment, he discusses it.with him personally. IC

the denial emanates from another source, the XO feels that the CCC or personnel

officer should notify the sailor who has been denied the recommendation. In

most cases the XO is aware and is par.t of the communication channel of all per-

sonnel not recommended for reenlistment.
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Factors which are conducive to enlisted personnel selecting the Navy as a career

run the gamut from job sat's:faction to security to educational benefits to
-.

"how the'\liavy treats the wife."' Detractions from Naq life are the work en-
,

viron6nt\and heavy workload, poor living 'conditions and,family separation.

All personnel problem areas or potential areas of concern are rdpidly .routed

upward -tliugh the chain-of-command, as outlihed by the MCPOC, for the CO's

action. The MCPOC is part of the infotmation conduit in that ;s Chairm.an of

the Captain's Advisory Committee which meets monthly. he discuSses problems

with committee members and drafts problem areas and recommendations to the CO,
1

wild then responds in writing to all such calls f-Dr command ac4on.



4

Both indicated the school and curricula were "great" and "verY effective" in

preparing them for their jobs.
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PROFILE N
-

The four CRT members interviewed at Organization N consisted of the XO, MCPOC,

CCC and a collateral duty, department career counselor. The CCC with 24 months

has the longest time at the unit, followed by the department career counselor

who. has served 16 months, the XO ten.mbnths, and the MCPOC only 5 months. Bath

the CCC and department career.counselor have attended a CIAC school--the former

for three weeks in 1974, and the lattr two short courses im1975.and 1976.

The primary responsibility r group interviews and private counseling as

they pertain to .etention appears to rest witq the CCC. Group sessions are

not regularly condutted except for I DiviSion and during that time the' XO ad-

dresses the groups. Careet-related information.is "passed" on to personnel

at the I Division by the CCC, who is aided by the collateral duty career coun-

selors, if available. The XO occasionally condUcts private counseling sessa.ons,

but 11-4.4_primary CRT functianlamears to be assisting in personal'problem solving

of unit_persa-arread addressing commpnd problems that relate to career coun-

seling. In addition, he and the CCC occasionally counsel or brief Navy wives

when needed or requested. The collateral duty careet counselor as expected is

the least active of the CRT in performing organized counseling activities, but

is supportive of the CRT concept and assists the CCC-in the other administrative

activities of the career counselor.

There does not appear to be any emphasis placed upon conducting group counseling__

nor the showing of slide pi-esentations or films. Except for I Division, all

counseling is held on an individual basis with primary emphasis placed-on the

firit-termers. For example, the +18 and -10 slide presentation packages and

equipment are available, space to show'and discuss the presentation is adequate,

and scheduling does not appear tb pose a problem, yet there is little inclina-

tion to use the package. This appears to be due to personal biases against
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,group pres'entations. Films are readily used and'are provide\ l high marks by the

CCC. For example, the film Have You Reached a Verdict has h d good success and

is an attention-getter according to the CCC. He has also suc essfully used

"personal affairs film" entitled You Owe it To Yourself with lood,results.

The XO's evaluation of tile unit's and his.own retention efforts is "not through

statistics", but rather job performance. He feels if the unit's operational

objective is accomplished, "people are happy". The CCC evaluates his retention

efforts through individual feedback he receiVes, and informs tlfMCPOC df his

findings. The X0 and both career counselors use the CREO List more as a "good

management tool" than for.influence in their retention efforts "to show_someone

if a projected action'is reasonable". ' Only the CCC feels that the BuPers

power Forecasting data Have any impact on his retention efforts and this "only

. to a degree".

1

Navy retention materials are frequently used and distributed by the CRT. In&or-

mation and materials.are disseminated via the POD, bulletin board, and at guar-

ters. The CCC feels that Navy Times has a significant impact on retention but

that it should be "geared to the younger person." In his view the publication

is widely disseminated and readl at the unit. He also feels that All Hands and

Link are good publications which enhance retention. In fact he would like to

see everyone get copies of these publications and is actively seeking more copies

for the unit. The MCPOC doesn't read the Navy Times because "it's just not in-

, teresting any more" but he reads All Hands, feels it's "widely read" and "pro-

vides good articles related to careers."' The CCC and X0 fepl non-Navy media

highlight'the negative aspects of Navy life, including disciplinary cases and

the loss of benefits--"seldoM see anythinepositive about the active duty Navy."

All agree that.BuPers instructions are helpfui in their retention-program.

All but the XO spend much of their time in individual counseling. The MCPOC

devotes "half" of his work week to it; the CCC "100%" of his time-1.-the XO "sees"
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personnel' only "5%" of the time. Navy wives presentations are coordinated

through the Ombudsman and, Enlisted Navy Wives Club programs. Procedures for

personnel not recommended for reenlistment are.the same as for one who is recom-

mended. Explanations are given by the CCC and the XO.

Navy career inducements, according to the four interviewees include money (all

bonus pay benefits), job satisfaction, educational opportunities, and choice of

as'signment- Detracting from Navy life--at this unit--are extemely poor living .

conditions for the lower rated EP's and "financial problems" of personnel--

both of which are tied together as the low4 rates cannot afford good living

quarters.
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The member of the CRT who/has been assigned the longest to Organilatiop 0 is
_

the XO who has been abo/ard eight months The CCC has been functioning in his

job aboard this unit for three months The CO, who has been aboard for only

four months, appear/S to take an active part in the command's retention program,

although he is not sold on the CRT concept. He feels that CRT ativities often

interfere with operational.requirements and that'a "dedicated 'catreer counselor

who is qualified and has his own code" precludes the need of a CRT "as pre-
;

.sently designed in a command of this size."

; The +18 and -10.group interviews are not conducted, although the new ccc is in

the process of setting these Up. Group "rap sessions" often'led by theCO are

conducted for each DiviSion and the CO feels these are effective communication

'channels during which he or other unit managers:provide information and solicit

questions. The CO also feels that Captain's Calls are very productive methods

for increasing retention.

The effectiveness of the unit's retention efforts is monitored in different ways

by the CRT. The CCC's retention indicators are the "number of sailors who come

to me and request information," the number of sailors who are accepted to "A"

and "C" schools*,.and the actual retention rate figures. . He feels that when

the enlisted see positive results (Le., getting the school or assignment of'

' their choice), word-of-mouth is sufficient to increase career interest with the

subsequent increase in retention. -The CO conducts one-on-one interviews when

.each enlisted person leaves the command. This is a very candid feedback session

.
where nothing gets out of the room. It's not a retention pitch, but rather a.

Mechanism by .w'lich the CO learns of actual or potential problem areas of LI-1:

, command.

*A schoks are for basic job skills and C schools- are for special
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Few of the CRT think that the CREO list affects retention efforts, although the

.CCC states that it "helps at times, especially:when sailors are concerned with

more money" (SRB.level award). None thought Chat the BuPers Manpower Forecasting

information has an impact,

The primary tethod of disseminating Navy retention materials to enlisted per-

sonnel is via bulletin boards, officer's call (quarters), the POD, and talking

to people. Brochures explaining new prOgrams, fringe benefits, educational

oppor1 tunitieS, etc., are.hand 'tiistributed down through the workspace level,

'often by.CPOs after quarters. The feeling.twaard the Navy Times impact on re-

tention iS yaried. The division career counselor feels that it.has little im-
.

pact among first-termers because "mostly career people read it.." The CCC and

MCPOC both feel it has a\high impact on first-termerS and career types especially

in providing information the fringe benefit probIet. The MCPOC feels. that

it is "Very-accurate and is read by enlisted personnel to set information on

career opportunities and growth,. It lets personnel know the availability of
,

billets, assignments; and promotions. It is very pro-Navy and is in favor of

the EM . . . . , they fight for Navy fringe/benefits." The CO feels that it

has "lost some credibility" due to scare headlines and.over-reaction. to benefit

cuts but it is a "better source of militarY information' than Aher media.

Except for the CO, few think that non-Nayy media impacts on retention. The CO

feels that other media are "detrimental to retention': because they'print "shock

stories," and in general,-local televigion and.local newspapers are "very nega-

tive and anti-military" in their bias. There apPears to he little consensus of

the CRT as..to the importance or effectiveness of Navy retention aids and mat-

erials.. TheCO feels that posters, slide shows, and decals'are "better for re-

'Cruitment, not for retention." The enlisted personnel of the CRT.feel that the

Career Counseling Manual is very important, very effective and critical to the

success of the program.

The CCC and division careet-coUnselor spend'almost all of their time on indi-

vidual counseling of enlisted personnel while conducting no group interviews
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(e.g., +18 or -10 presentations). Up9n request the CCC will conduct the Navy

Wives'.slide presentation and this was .done twice 'during the last six months.

The CCC also spends time away Irom his duty station by meeting new'personnel

at the.airport and helping, them get- Settled in their quarters, often during

off-duty hours. -.These counselors.who conduct all interviews, on a.one-on-one

basis apPear to be knowledgeable in the correct procedures and methodologies

of these activities.. They encourage,anAnformal and relaxed atmosphere and

according to the MCPOC "they talleplain simple English, no'snowjObs . . . no

con." The CCC appears to be the only CRT member who is involved in proViding

information to personnel who are not recommended for reenlistment. 7he others

either do not know or feel that thisis primarily the CCC's responsibility.

Similarly, the emphasis for getting enlisted personnel to properly fill out

their Duty Preference Forms also liesp'rimarily with'the CCC.

The factors given by the CRT_for stimulating an interest in a Navy cateer are

varied. The CCC feels,-that inequitable sea/shore asSignment ratios and un-:

availability of:Schools is vety detrimental.r, retention. .0thers feel that

retirement and educational benefits plus a good working environment are positive

impacts on retention. The CO thinks what most stimulates a Navy career is

"the'ttevel and companionship . . . the-Navy Offers a chance for a new life,

new'friends . . ." getting away from bad experiences in civilian life. There

is a definite concern about benefit erosion and most CRT.members feel that the
. .

continually changing benefits.packages Confuse not Only, the first-termers but

enlisted personnel, Most feel that incteases in pay in lieu of' commissary

prtirileges (which they'don't view s a benefit) would help retention._

z.
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APPENDIX F' - GLOSSARY

All Hands A Navy publication aimed for dissemination of 4 wide

variety of information to Navy personnel and their families.

Bureau of Naval Personnel

Command Cauer Counselor'

BUPERS

CQC

CIAC

CO.

;.

Career Information And Counseling_

'
Gommanding

-constructive time This refers.to time which counts towards the.20.years

necessary to "retire". Early reenlistments.can beused

to accumulate up to a. total of six months toward the

20 years.

CPO Chief Petty Officer, anon-commissioned officer in

pay grades E-7 through E-9

CREY- Career Reenlistment Objectives

CRT Command Retention Team

DCC Department Career Counselor

A Navy person in BUPERS who is responsible for making

new duty assignments for personnel-who are due to be ,

transferred.

Detailer

EM; EP

GUARD II :

HRAV.

Enlisted Man (Men) EnliSted Personnel

GuaTanteed AssignMent. Retention Detailing

Human Resource.ManagemSnt Availabiiity period during .

whicb the command focuses upon development of orwinizo-
..

tional plans.
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/

The initial and temporary division of assignment for

enlisted personnel newly arrived to a command. Often

this applies only to non-rated enlisted personnel.

Navy publication dealing with information specific to

assignment.

lep0 Lead Petty Officer

MCPOC Master'pief Petty Officer of Command

-10 G oup Interview A requited. interview Which is due 10 months before

personnel are sCheduled tpbe transferred to another.unit

or to leave the Navy. There is a slide;presentation

designed for use in this interview.-

NEC Navy Enlisted .Classificaion code laich indicates a

special skill area.

Phase II The "action" phase of the Navy's Equal Opportunity/

Race Relations program

4-18 Group Interviet, A required interview which is due for personnel who have

been in the Navy approkimately 18 months.. There is a

slide presentation designed for use in this interView.,.

PO

POD

quar.ters

Petty'Officer, a non-commissione4 officer in pay grades

E-4 through E-6.

Plan of the Day, printed daily unit announcements

Term used for assembly Of unit members by-work group,

usually hela each morning.

re-up Reenlist

SCORE

-4 .

Selective Conversion and Retention program which atlows

personnel to'convert to an undermanned rating in con-

junction with their reenlistment.

F-2
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SRB Selective Reenlistment Bonus which is pa:d only to junior

enlisted personnel for reenlisting in an undertanned

rating.

\

STAR Selective Training And Reenlistment which guarantees a

schoolroom seat and advancement with A reenlistment.

TAD Temporary Assigned DutSr

1080 .
A computer listing provided to CRTS which flags names of

personnel who are due to receive a -10 Group Interview.

Tickler file Used here to refer specifically to the career Couuselor's

file to flag each month the personnel that are dUe a

specified interview

TYCOM Type Command, such as Surface

XO Executive Officer
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